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Academic Abstract
Astrocytes comprise the most abundant cell population in human brain (1). First described by Virchow as being
‘glue’ of the brain (2), modern research has truly extended our knowledge and understanding regarding the vast array of
roles these cells execute under normal physiological conditions. Examples include neurotransmitter reuptake at the synapse
(3), the regulation of blood flow at capillaries to meet neuronal energy demand (4), and maintenance/repair of the bloodbrain barrier (BBB) (5), which is comprised, in part, of tight junction proteins such zonula-occludens-1 (ZO1) (6) and
Claudin-5 (7). Underlying the execution of these processes is the morphological and spatial arrangement of astrocytes
between neurons and endothelial cells comprising blood vessels, where comprehensively speaking, these cells form what is
known as the gliovascular unit (8). Astrocytes extend large processes called endfeet that intimately associate with and
enwrap up to 99% of the cerebrovascular surface (9). Disruptions to this association can occur in the form of retracted
endfeet, and this has been characterized in several disease states such as major depressive disorder (10-12), ischemia (1315), and normal biological aging (16-18). Disruption can also take the form of cellular/protein aggregate intercalation, which
our lab previously characterized in a human-derived glioma model (19) and vascular amyloidosis human Amyloid Precursor
Protein J20 (hAPPJ20) animal model (20). In both models, focal astrocyte-vascular disruptions coincided with perturbations
to astrocyte control of blood flow, with deficits in BBB integrity present in the glioma model as well.
These findings lead to the preliminary work in this dissertation where we aimed to extend BBB findings in the
glioma model to the hAPPJ20 vascular amyloidosis model. Immunohistochemical analysis in two-year old hAPPJ20 animal
arterioles revealed that indeed in locations of vascular amyloid buildup and endfoot separation, there was a significant
reduction in a tight junction protein critical for BBB maintenance, ZO1. This reduction in ZO1 expression was accompanied
by extravasation of 70kDa FITC and the ~1kDa Cadaverine, suggesting that BBB integrity was compromised. These
findings led to the objective of this dissertation, which was to determine if focal ablation of an astrocyte is sufficient to
disrupt BBB integrity. By utilizing the in vivo 2Phatal single-cell apoptosis induction method (21), we found that 1) focal
loss of astrocyte-vascular coverage does not result in barrier deficits, but rather induces a plasticity response whereby

surrounding astrocytes extend processes to reinnervate vascular vacancies no longer occupied by previously ablated
astrocytes. 2) Replacement astrocytes are capable of inducing vasocontractile responses in blood vessels, and that 3) aging
significantly attenuates the kinetics of this process. We then tested the hypothesis that focal loss of astrocyte-vascular
coverage leads to a gliovascular structural plasticity response, in part, through the phosphorylation of signal transducer and
activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) by Janus Kinase 2 (JAK2). This dissertation found that 4), this was indeed the case,
and finally, 5) we determined that gliovascular structural plasticity occurs after reperfusion post-focal photothrombotic
stroke. Together, the work presented in this dissertation sheds light on a novel plasticity response whereby astrocytes
maintain continual cerebrovascular coverage and therefore physiological control. Future studies should aim to determine if
1) astrocytes also replace the synaptic contacts with neighboring neurons once held by a previous astrocyte, and 2) what
therapeutic opportunity gliovascular structural plasticity may present regarding BBB repair following stroke.
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General Audience Abstract
Astrocytes are the most abundant cell type in the brain. Their anatomical relationship to neurons and endothelial cells allows
them to execute many vital brain functions, and comprehensively speaking, these cells form what is known as the
gliovascular unit. Important for maintaining the expression of proteins preventing vascular leakage in the brain are
molecules released from astrocytes processes called endfeet. These endfeet intimately enwrap blood vessels, and disruptions
to endfeet-vascular coverage often coincide with vascular leakage in the brain. This dissertation therefore aimed to
determine if astrocyte-vascular coverage is necessary in preventing vascular leakage. State-of-the art imaging in live animals
determined this not to be the case, and rather found that focal loss of astrocyte-vascular coverage induces a plasticity
response wherein neighboring astrocytes extend new endfeet to reinnervate vascular vacancies. Furthermore, we found that
the kinetics of endfoot replacement are significantly reduced in aging, and that the phosphorylation of signal transducer and
activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) is a critical arbiter underlying this response. Finally, given that we found endfoot
replacement to occur in locations of lost astrocyte-vascular contact following reperfusion post-focal photothrombotic stroke,
these findings may have implications regarding repair of the blood-brain barrier following CNS insults such as stroke.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Preliminary Work
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Introduction
Astrocytes extend processes called endfeet that are thought to encapsulate more than 99% of the
cerebrovascular surface (1). Due to this intimate association, astrocyte endfeet are situated in a nexus that enables
interaction with endothelial cells as well as the surrounding vascular mural cells (pericytes on capillaries and
smooth muscle cells on arterioles/venules) (Figure 1A). Through the release of angiogenic signals (2-6),
astrocytes induce expression of tight junction proteins that form the blood-brain barrier (BBB), and can regulate
local blood flow (“functional hyperemia”) through the release of vasoactive molecules such as Prostaglandin E2
(7-8). Consequently, any condition that compromises the structure or function of endfeet can cause impairments
in blood flow or the BBB. In a previous study (9), we demonstrated that invading glioma cells along the
vasculature peel endfeet away, resulting in reduced expression of tight junction proteins Zonula-Occludens 1
(ZO-1) and Claudin 5 along with the extravasation of various molecular weight dyes. Additionally, using the
hAPPJ20 model of familial Alzheimer disease (AD) we demonstrated (10), vascular amyloid deposits aggregate
between the astrocytic endfeet and vessel wall (Figure 1C-D). These amyloid laden vessels showed an impaired
ability to regulate vascular tone and blood flow upon stimulation.
Given the observed BBB deficits in the glioma model, this dissertation initially aimed to determine if BBB
breaches also occurred in locations of amyloid deposition and perturbed endfoot-vascular interactions. Initial
studies demonstrated that three-dimensional accumulation of vascular amyloid occurs over time—a phenotype
that presented with significant reductions in the expression of tight junction protein ZO-1. This was further
accompanied by extravasation of 70kDa and ~1kDa molecules. Taken together, the aforementioned results led us
to ask if the focal ablation of an astrocyte is sufficient to induce breaches in BBB integrity. While numerous in
vitro cell culture studies suggested this could be the case (11,12), in vivo evidence was lacking. We therefore
adopted the targeted two-photon chemical apoptotic (2Phatal) single-cell ablation method (13) to focally strip
penetrating arterioles of astrocyte coverage in vivo. Furthermore, we utilized aged mice in our study to determine
what aspect of the BBB phenotype in the J20 model was due solely to endfoot separation and/or the process of
normal biological aging.
2

In contrary to anticipated results, evidence revealed that focal removal of astrocyte-vascular coverage was
not sufficient to induce breaches in BBB integrity. It was, however, sufficient to induce a plasticity response in
which surrounding astrocytes extend processes to reinnervate vascular vacancies. For the sake of this dissertation,
this process will be referred to as gliovascular structural plasticity (GSP). In continued studies we determined that
GSP remained intact at all levels of the vascular tree and that normal biological aging significantly reduces GSP
kinetics. Furthermore, we determined that replacement astrocytes are capable of vasoconstricting pre-capillary
arterioles and that GSP occurs following reperfusion post-focal photothrombotic stroke. We then
pharmacologically tested the hypothesis that focal loss of astrocyte-vascular coverage leads to gliovascular
structural plasticity through the phosphorylation of Signal Transducer and Activator of Transcription 3 (STAT3)
by Janus Kinase 2 (JAK2) and observed this to be the case.
Significance: These studies have characterized a novel aspect of gliovascular biology and the consequences of
normal biological aging on this physiological process. Though our studies determined that astrocytes are not
necessary for BBB maintenance in the young and aged brain, astrocytes have been shown to be necessary for
BBB repair. This has relevance given that GSP occurs in response to the loss of astrocyte-vascular coverage
following reperfusion post-focal photothrombotic stroke, a CNS insult accompanied by BBB breakdown. Future
studies should aim to determine if elimination of GSP following stroke prolongs the time to BBB repair in regions
of lost vascular coverage. They should also clarity if replacement astrocytes integrate into sites of synaptic contact
occupied by previous astrocytes and what relevance this may have for neurovascular coupling at precapillary
arterioles.
Preliminary Work
What is Alzheimer Disease?
Alzheimer Disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease that causes progressive dementia and can be
uniquely identified by amyloid β (Aβ) plaques and neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) (14). NFTs are composed of
the hyper-phosphorylated microtubule-associated protein tau (pTau) (15); amyloid plaques form from Aβ protein
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aggregation (16)-a process that begins when type I transmembrane amyloid precursor protein (APP) (17-18) is
sequentially cleaved by β- and γ-secretases (19) (Figure 2). Following intramembrane cleavage at the
γ-secretase site, amyloid exists as a monomer, the most common variants of which are Aβ40 and Aβ42 (20,21).
From this monomeric form, amyloid accumulation
continues through an oligomerization and fibrillogenesis
stage until finally reaching the terminal plaque phase (22).
It is this step-wise process of amyloid accumulation that
constitutes the foundation of the amyloid cascade
hypothesis. Here, all of the pathological phenotypes
documented in AD—including neuronal loss, synaptic
failure, synapse loss, and dementia—are postulated to
occur as a result of APP processing, Aβ oligomerization
and fibrillogenesis (14,23). Definitive evidence showing
that

amyloid

accumulation

is

causative

of

AD

Figure 1: (A) The gliovascular unit (B) EM
showing intact vascular coverage of the vasculature
(C) EM showing astrocyte completely or (D)
partially displaced from the blood vessel by
vascular amyloid (VA). E: endothelial cell, L:
lumen. A: astrocyte. Scale bar 1µm. Reproduced
with permission from Kimbrough et. al 2015

pathogenesis, however, is currently lacking (14).
Epidemiological studies reveal that AD is the most common form of dementia in the elderly (24) and the
sixth leading cause of death in the United States (25). It affects females twice as often as males (24), and an
estimated 14 million Americans will live with AD by 2050 (24). This could easily overwhelm our health care
systems and result in a total cost of 1.1 trillion dollars (24). In light of this, research efforts have aimed to develop
therapeutic interventions capable of slowing or preventing this disease. However, currently there are only five
FDA-approved drugs aimed at helping treat symptomology such as memory loss and mood and sleep disorders.
These drugs, however, have limited efficacy, and their effects have been shown to diminish over time with longterm use (24).
Given this slow therapeutic progress and the expected doubling in disease prevalence to occur by 2030
(24), the National Institute on Aging and Alzheimer’s Association (NIA-AA) recently developed a biomarker4

based classification system to aid researchers in developing hypotheses that address the underlying pathological
processes of AD (14). This AT(N) classification system is based off the evidence-based belief that Aβ deposition
(A), pathologic tau (T), and neurodegeneration (N) allow for a definitive diagnosis of AD (26). The advent of
technology capable of measuring peptide levels in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) or brain imaging of live patients has
enabled the formulation of this biological definition of AD. Specifically, Aβ plaques are indicated by cortical
amyloid positron emission tomography (PET) ligand binding (27,28), or low CSF Aβ42 (29-31). Elevated CSF
phosphorylated tau (P-tau) and cortical tau PET ligand binding denote fibrillar tau presence (30, 32-34). Finally,
CSF T-tau (35), fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET hypometabolism, and atrophy on magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) (36-42) all indicate neurodegeneration or neuronal injury.
Binarizing these biomarkers gives eight possible categorizations for patients (Table 1), and thus AD is
now viewed as a continuum rather than the three distinct clinical phases proposed in 2011 (43). Having evidence
of Aβ deposition alone results in a label of “Alzheimer’s pathologic change”. A diagnosis of AD is given when
positive biomarker evidence for both A and T, or A, T, and N are detected. Testing negative for A but positive
for the other two categories is deemed a non-AD pathologic change. Finally, having biomarker evidence for A
and N without T represents pathologic changes indicative of AD and other dementias (14).
The use of biomarkers now allows for a definitive diagnosis in living individuals and officially sever
clinical symptoms from disease classification, which has been a major milestone for AD research. Historically,
AD was only definitively diagnosed at autopsy or was classified as probable AD in living patients (44), which
effectively meant that the disease burden was likely too great for any hope of therapeutic intervention by the time
a diagnostic decision was reached. Taken together, advances in biomarker research offer hope for therapeutic
intervention aimed at slowing disease progression long before symptoms present themselves, and future research
will continue to address hypotheses developed from the AT(N) framework.
Mouse models of Alzheimer Disease
Mouse models of autosomal dominant AD are based on mutations to the amyloid precursor protein (APP)
along with presinilin 1 and 2 genes (PSEN1 and PSEN2) (45-48). These three mutations all directly impact Aβ
5

AT(N) profiles

Biomarker Category

A-T-(N)-

Normal AD biomarkers

A+T-(N)-

Alzheimer’s pathologic change

A+T+(N>

Alzheimer’s disease

Alzheimer’s

A+T+(N)+

Alzheimer’s disease

continuum

A+T-(N)+

Alzheimer’s

and

concomitant

suspected

non-

Alzheimer’s pathologic change
A-T+(N)-

Non-AD pathologic change

A-T-(N)+

Non-AD pathologic change

A-T+(N)+

Non-AD pathologic change

Table 1- Eight different AD biomarker profiles are possible based on binarizing the AT(N) system. Patients are
placed into one of three possible categories based on their biomarker profile: patients with normal biomarker
profiles, patients with a non-AD pathologic change (green), and patients in the Alzheimer’s continuum (blue).
Table modified from Jack et. al 2018 (14).
Mouse Models of Alzheimer Disease continued
production through the processing of APP (49-52). As mentioned above, APP is a type 1 transmembrane protein
with a large extracellular amino-terminal domain. β-secretase cleaves APP at a site in the extracellular space
whereas γ-secretase cleaves APP at a site within the membrane (53-54). Most AD-inducing mutations in the APP
gene occur at these two sites and are named according to the geographic location from which the first family
reported to have the mutation originated (55) (Figure 2). Other APP mutations such as the Dutch and Arctic
variants occur within the amino acid sequence comprising the Aβ portion of the APP gene (56-57). The
aforementioned point mutations are not the only AD-causing changes, and as such, increasing APP gene copy
number has been one other method used to model AD. Such changes have also been found in multiple families
(58) along with down’s syndrome patients. Given APP’s position on chromosome 21, individuals with down’s
syndrome possess three APP gene copy numbers and develop early-onset AD, typically in their 40s (59). Finally,
the presinilin genes encode the catalytic subunit of γ-secretase (53-54), and AD-inducing mutations to these genes
result in an increased Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio (48, 60-62).
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Our studies from Figure 1 specifically utilized the hAPPJ20 mouse model of AD, which expresses the
human version of APP (hAPP) under the control of the Platelet Derived Growth Factor-subunit B promoter (6364). This model possesses two mutations, the K670N/M671L double mutation at the β-secretase cleavage site and
the V717F mutation at the γ-secretase cleavage site (63) (Figure 2). Physiologically speaking, the double
mutation (known as the Swedish mutation) results in both increased Aβ40 and Aβ42 production due to increase βsecretase activity (50,52). The other mutation (known as the Indiana mutation) results in production of more Aβ42
relative to Aβ40, with Aβ42 considered the more toxic of the two (49, 51-52). Relevant to our studies, this model
presents with robust vascular amyloidosis and gliosis, and mice possess cognitive deficits as well (10, 63).
Finally, two considerations should be kept in mind regarding the use of AD animal models in research.
First, though familial forms of AD comprise only a modicum of total cases, clinicians agree that the similarities
to the sporadic form of AD captured in these models are more notable than their differences. Second, while it
would be desirable for AD mouse models to express every cognitive and pathological feature documented within
the disease, this is not the case. Mouse models of AD should therefore be viewed as reductionist tools best suited
to test therapeutic approaches aimed at inhibiting genes and proteins implicated in AD as well as elucidating their
effects on basic brain function (55).

Figure 2-Aβ42 production and APP mutations. Amino acids 672-713 of APP compose Aβ42, which is produced
through sequential cleavage by β-secretase, then γ-secretase. The production of Aβ40 or Aβ42 occurs depending
on which site γ-secretase cleaves at. Aβ is not produced when α-secretase processes APP. Common mutations at
the β- and γ-secretase cleavage sites along with intra-Aβ mutations are shown. Reproduced with permission from
Hall et. al 2012.
7

Cerebral Amyloid Angiopathy: a vascular pathology marked by amyloid deposition
The two-hit vascular hypothesis of AD stands in opposition to the amyloid cascade hypothesis. In this
paradigm, it is speculated that cerebrovascular damage occurring prior to detectable levels of Aβ is sufficient to
induce neuronal injury and subsequent neurodegeneration (65-70). Documented examples of cerebrovascular
damage include BBB breakdown and cerebral blood flow (CBF) reductions, and this ‘first hit’ can result from
various vascular risk factors, such as hypertension and diabetes, as well as genetic risk factors, such as
apolipoprotein E ε4 (APOE4) (70-75).
Neuronal injury is initiated by the accumulation of neurotoxic molecules that enter the brain due to BBB
breakdown and due to hypoperfusion and the subsequent hypoxia from CBF reductions that exacerbate this
condition (66,70). The onset of vascular damage can further engender the genesis of amyloid accumulation in the
brain, which constitutes the ‘second hit’ (65-70). Thus, vascular damage can induce neuronal injury independent
from or in association with Aβ.
Typically, 70-85% of Aβ levels in the brain are maintained through degradation and elimination via a
transvascular route across the BBB (76-78). This transvascular route is maintained by the low-density lipoprotein
receptor-related protein-1 (LRP1) (70-71, 76,78-80), which has decreased

expression reported

in aged

endothelial cells (81). The remaining 15% of Aβ is removed by cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) absorption in the
circulatory and lymphatic systems, the accumulation of which occurs via interstitial fluid bulk flow along
penetrating arteries (76-78). Interestingly, one study found that partial endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS)
deficiency results in increased accumulation of Aβ40 in the cerebrovasculature (82). Mice in this study go on to
develop cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA) and CAA-associated pathology, including smooth muscle cell
degeneration, microhemorrhages, and cognitive impairment (83). The findings from this model are relevant given
that major cardiovascular risk factors, including hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, aging, and diabetes impair
the production and/or biological activity of endothelial nitric oxide. Such inhibition can lead to the upregulation
of both APP and β-secretase expression, as well as β-secretase activity (84). Taken together, any perturbation to
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vascular function can exacerbate and lead to amyloid-induced pathology, as well as independently induce
neuronal injury and degeneration.
As just mentioned, CAA is the accumulation of amyloid in the vascular wall of a blood vessel, typically
the tunica media (85) and is found in 85-95% of AD patients (86-87). Figure 3
depicts the appearance of amyloid deposits in pial vessels along the surface of the
brain. This constitutes one of the pathological hallmarks first described by
Stefanos Pantelakis, namely the selective accumulation of amyloid along
leptomeningeal and cortical small arterioles and capillaries. Pantelakis further
determined that amyloid deposition is primarily found in posterior lobar brain
regions, particularly the occipital lobes (88), and that CAA is associated with aging
and dementia. It lacks association, however, with white matter small vessels,
systemic amyloidosis, as well as hypertension and arteriosclerosis (88). Clinically
speaking, CAA can present with spontaneous lobar ICH and transient focal
neurological episodes (89). In addition, it presents with cognitive impairment and

Fig 3- High-resolution 3D
rendering created from in
vivo multi-photon optical
sections of a 15-month-old
hAPPJ20 mouse. Amyloid
deposits are shown in
green. Reproduced with
permission
from
Ian
Kimbrough, PhD

dementia, with the cognitive profile resembling more of what is seen in classic vascular cognitive impairment
rather than AD. Here, episodic memory remains preserved while executive function and processing speed are
impaired (89). On a diagnostic level, key neuroimaging features of CAA include white matter hyperintensities,
cortical superficial siderosis, cortical microinfarcts, multiple strictly lobar cerebral microbleeds, and MRI-visible
perivascular spaces in the centrum semiovale (90).
Taken together, CAA stands as a unique pathological entity from AD that warrants further research. Its
accumulation results from perivascular drainage failure (91-92), and given the toxic nature of amyloid
accumulation, CAA only serves to further exacerbate pre-existing vascular deficits. Given the shared molecular
entity with AD, however, understanding CAA would provide an opportunity for both vascular and
neurodegenerative pathways in AD to be united (93). This outcome could further foster therapeutic
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developments that improve health in aging and avoids the looming economic impact that aging and AD will have
on the population due to the expected doubling of AD-related dementias by 2060 (94).
Astrocytes, the BBB and CAA: loss of trophic support or toxic gain of function?
The BBB is a continuous structure localized to the
membranes of adjacent endothelial cells (95).
Composed of transmembrane tight junction
proteins (96) such as Claudin-5 (97) and Zonula
Occludens-1 (98), the BBB is impermeable to
blood-born molecules including glucose and
amino acids as well as immune cells (95). Such
properties ensure that the central nervous system
Fig. 4- ZO1 but not Claudin-5 is significantly reduced in
(CNS) internal milieu is continually maintained. regions of amyloid deposition (A) arteriole with amyloid
deposition in center of vessel (B) arteriole without amyloid
Though CNS endothelial cells inherently express deposition (C) Quantitative volumetric analysis of ZO1
levels in arterioles of hAPPJ20+ mice with amyloid
tight junction proteins in development, pericytes deposition relative to vessels without (green and black bar),
or hAPPJ20+ arterioles with amyloid deposition relative to
regulate their formation (99), and astrocytes age-matched control vessels without (green and red bar)
***p<0.0001, **p<0.0016, n=41 arterioles/7 mice for each
stabilize expression through the release of soluble group (D, E, H, I) Individual channels for the larger
representative image shown in A. Arrows indicate amyloid
factors such as angiopoietin -1 (Ang1) (2-3) and laden and free regions (F, G, J, K) Individual channels for
the larger representative control image shown in B
Sonic Hedgehog (Shh) (4-6). Furthermore,
contact between the astrocytic endfoot and endothelial cell has been shown to enhance barrier properties in vitro
(100).
Interestingly, a previous study demonstrated that hypoxic conditions lead to downregulation of Srcsuppressed C Kinase Substrate (SSeCKS) (3). It was further shown that SSeCKS regulates the upregulation of
Ang1 and downregulation Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF). Onset of hypoxia therefore results in
significant reductions to ZO-1 due to decreased activity of SSeCKS and downstream reduction of Ang1/increased
production of VEGF. Thus, taken together with the results from Figure 1 (10), we speculated that amyloid
10

deposition impaired the astrocytic endfoot from providing trophic support to the underlying vessel. This could
occur either due to disruption of the normal gliovascular interface (lost contact) or a reduced activity of Ang1 due
to hypoxic conditions known to coincide with CAA deposition. Most studies that have focused on astrocytes in
AD have done so either in the context of amyloid production and clearance (102) or toxic gain-of-functions
amyloid may induce in astrocytes, such as pro-inflammatory cytokine release (103-104). A focus on loss of
trophic support therefore provided a novel direction in which to understand how CAA may affect the ability of
astrocytes to regulate BBB integrity.
Results-Vascular amyloid accumulation over time results in three-dimensional encapsulation of blood
vessels leading to subsequent reductions in ZO-1 and extravasation of various molecular weight molecules.
Using the hAPPJ20 familial mouse model of AD, we first
wanted to determine if the tight junction proteins ZO-1 and
Claudin 5 were significantly reduced in regions of amyloid
deposition at penetrating arterioles. Previous work had already
examined tight junction protein expression in capillaries laden
with amyloid (101), and immunolabeling for α smooth actin
allowed for definitive arteriole identification. Volumetric
fluorescent image analysis from immunohistochemical studies
revealed ZO1 but not Claudin 5 to be significantly reduced in
regions of amyloid deposition relative to regions without, as well
as amyloid laden vessels relative to age-matched control
arterioles (Figure 4A-C).
In light of this, we next wanted to determine if breaches

Fig. 5- Impaired BBB detected by infusion
of 70kD FITC-dextran and Cadaverine. A. in
vivo 19 mo hAPPJ20 mouse after IP
administration of Methoxy-XO4. B.
Substantial dye extravasation after only 1.5
h. C. Quantitative analyses of FITC- dextran
extravasation p=0.0247 n=3/group. D.
Quantitative analyses of Cadaverine uptake
shows significant enhancement in hAPP+
compared
to
hAPPmice.
***p=0.0001,****p=<0.0001
n=3
biological replicates/ group

to BBB integrity accompanied ZO1 reductions. To do so, we
retro-orbitally injected 70kDa FITC in hAPPJ20 mice and performed two-photon imaging through a cranial
window. Upon injection, we measured the average intensity at baseline and 1.5 hours post-injection by placing
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an ROI at locations adjacent to amyloid-laden or age-matched control vessels (Figure 5A-B). Preliminary results
revealed that amyloid laden vessels exemplified a much larger increase in intensity 1.5 hours post-injection
relative to age-matched control vessels (Figure 5C). We then retro-orbitally injected the ~1kDa Cadaverine in
these same mice and harvested PFA fixed brains for further immunohistochemical analysis. Counting Cadaverine
positive cells is a reliable method of determining dye extravasation as this dye is taken up into surrounding cells
following extravasation from the vasculature. Following this methodology, our preliminary data revealed a significantly higher
number of Cadaverine positive cells in the somatosensory cortex
of hAPPJ20 mice relative to age-matched controls (Figure 5D).
In considering how astrocyte dysfunction may contribute
to the observed BBB impairments, we hypothesized that the
accumulation of amyloid leads to reduced expression of ZO1 by
decreasing expression of Ang1, a molecule previously shown to
regulate ZO1 expression (3). As a first step in addressing this
hypothesis, we wanted to determine if vascular amyloid

Fig. 6. Accumulation of vascular amyloid
visualized through in vivo imaging of
hAPPJ20 mice using the amyloid marker
Methoxy-XO4. The exact same vessels
were repeatedly imaged for 50 days
respectively and coverage determined
through statistical volume coding in Imaris
with more yellow equating to more
amyloid. n=3 biological replicates. Scale
bar 20 m.

accumulated over time. To do so, we implanted cranial windows in hAPPJ20 mice following previously
established methodology (10). Vascular amyloid was labeled by intraperitoneal injections of the congophilic dye
Methoxy-XO4, which binds β-sheet rich structures found in fibrillogenic vascular amyloid. Arterioles were
identified by retro-orbitally injecting Alexa-633 hydrazide. Repeatedly imaging vessels starting at day 7 postoperation (dpo) until dpo50 revealed that amyloid accumulates quite extensively over time (Figure 6). We then
turned to immunohistochemistry to determine if Ang1 would be significantly reduced in amyloid laden regions
relative to those without. Preliminary studies revealed this to indeed be the case (Figure 7), but future studies are
needed to determine if the quantified fluorescence is derived from astrocytes or endothelial cells.
In light of the aforementioned data, we wanted to definitively determine if the focal ablation of an astrocyte
is sufficient to disrupt blood-brain barrier integrity. To do so, we utilized the 2Phatal method of single-cell
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ablation (13). This method utilizes the focal illumination properties of a femto-second pulsed laser to bleach the
nucleic-acid binding Hoechst dye, which then induces apoptosis presumably through reactive oxygen
species

(ROS)-induced

DNA

damage.

By

repeatedly imaging at the time of endfoot retraction,
we surprisingly found that focal removal of
astrocyte-vascular coverage resulted in a plasticity
response wherein neighboring astrocytes innervate
vascular vacancies left by the previously ablated
astrocyte (Figure 8). We therefore aimed to
determine if this response occurred at all levels of

Fig. 7-Preliminary quantitative volumetric image
analysis showing that Angiopoietin 1 is significantly
reduced in regions of amyloid deposition relative to
regions without.

the vascular tree as well as its physiological relevance. We also wanted to determine how normal biological aging
would impact GSP. This was relevant as a study in aging would allow us to dissect apart how endfoot retraction
from the vasculature impacts BBB integrity on an aged vessel versus amyloid accumulation. By eliminating one
variable, we could begin to more reliably attribute causality to one entity versus the other (amyloid deposition
versus endfoot retraction). Furthermore, given that both endfoot retraction and BBB breakdown have been shown
to occur later in life (105), the results from this study could directly link these two phenotypes together. The
following specific aims were therefore proposed to address this newfound direction.
Aim 1: Determine the effects of normal biological aging on gliovascular structural plasticity. Determine if
replacement endfeet are able to restore BBB integrity and/or vasocontractile ability. It is unknown if
astrocyte endfeet demonstrate structural plasticity in aging. Data from laser-ablation studies of individual
astrocytes suggests that endfeet are dynamic, where endfeet from neighboring astrocytes can re-occupy vacated
spaces on arterioles. Whether or not these endfeet are functional, however, remains to be determined. Recent
studies have demonstrated that astrocytic processes become short and stubby with increasing age (106-111).
Considering this and our data, we therefore proposed and expected to demonstrate through observational studies
using 2-photon imaging through cranial windows that astrocytic endfeet innervate vascular vacancies at all levels
13

of the vascular tree in the adult brain. We further expected to demonstrate that the process of normal biological
aging perturbed some aspect of GSP, either resulting in its loss altogether or perhaps reducing the
kinetics of the response. Additionally, we expected to
demonstrate that replacement endfeet in the adult
brain are functional, either by restoring lost BBB
integrity

post-ablation

and/or

inducing

a

vasocontractile response upon laser-stimulation.
Aim 2: Determine if the phosphorylation of signal

Fig. 8- A) 2Phatal ablation of astrocytes at an ateriole
interface induces a replacement response from
surrounding astrocytes B) 7 days later. Scale 20µm. *
indicates ablated cells and arrows replacement
astrocytes

transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) by Janus Kinase 2 (JAK2) is necessary for
gliovascular structural plasticity. We hypothesized that the focal ablation of astrocyte would lead to GSP, in
part, through the phosphorylation of STAT3 by JAK2. Many of the signaling molecules underlying changes in
astrocyte morphology, such as Heparin-Binding Epidermal Growth Factor (112), Ciliary Neurotrophic Factor
(113), Leukemia Inhibitory Factor (114), and Transforming growth factor β (115), all converge on the JAK-STAT
pathway (116). This pathway is known to be a critical mediator of astrogliosis (20), and the morphology of
replacement astrocytes from our preliminary data were suggestive of a focal astrogliosis response. We therefore
turned to the JAK2 pharmacological inhibitor AG490 to test this hypothesis and quantified the ratio of increased
astrocyte volume at day five post-ablation relative to baseline. Furthermore, we aimed to determine if breaches
in BBB integrity would occur in regions of reduced endfoot replacement.

Overall, these studies have allowed us to determine that astrocyte endfoot replacement does occur at all levels of
the vascular tree- and though the kinetics of replacement are significantly attenuated in aging- it occurs at a
timescale whereby blood-brain barrier integrity is maintained. We have further determined that replacement
endfeet are capable of vasoconstricting primary capillaries and that pSTAT3 is a necessary arbiter of the
gliovascular structural plasticity response. Combined, these studies reveal a novel cellular and molecular
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mechanism whereby astrocytes maintain cerebrovascular physiological integrity and have implications for how
perturbed gliovascular interactions in various disease states contribute to cerebrovascular pathology.
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The Gliovascular Unit and Astrocytic Regulation of Cerebrovascular Physiology
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Astrocytes and The Gliovascular Unit
The Gliovascular Unit (Figure 1) (GVU) refers to a conglomerate of cells along with the various
physiological activities they implement by synchronously working together (1). Consisting of endothelial cells,
the basal lamina, vascular mural cells, microglial cells, and astrocytes-the GVU entities work in concert to execute
vital functions aimed at maintaining the internal CNS milieu. The following sections discuss each individual
component of the GVU, its anatomical makeup and physiological properties, and emphasize astrocytes as a
pivotal and centralized cellular component underlying execution of GVU functionality.

Figure
Diagram
of the neurovascular
unit. The neurovascular
unit represents
ancell types including (from left
Figure
1- 1.
The
Gliovascular
Unit- The gliovascular
unit is composed
of multiple
interactive network of vascular cells (pericytes and endothelial cells), glia (astrocytes and
to right),
endothelial cells (orange), the vascular/parenchymal basement membrane (magenta), vascular mural
microglia), and neurons.

cells- including pericytes (green) at capillaries and smooth muscle cells at arterioles and venules (not shown)microglia (yellow), astrocytes (teal), and neurons (gray). The astrocyte is centrally positioned between the
vasculature and neurons, and as such, is an instrumental figure underlying gliovascular physiology. Reproduced
from Sweeney et al. (259) with permission
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Astrocytes
Astrocytes comprise the most abundant cellular population in the brain (2). Existing in a nexus between
synaptic contacts and blood vessels, they are well poised to both indirectly support and actively exert control over
neuronal activity. The mechanisms that enable this include physiological functions such as potassium buffering
(3-7), modulation of brain pH through regulation of extracellular hydrogen concentration (8-9), the uptake and
recycling of neurotransmitters glutamate and GABA (10-14), the regulation of cerebral blood flow (14-19),
maintenance and repair of the blood-brain barrier (20-23), water transport through the aquaporin-4 water channel
(24), and the release of gliotransmitters such as D-serine (25). The expression of highly specialized transporters
and receptors localized to perisynaptic processes abutting synapses along with endfeet ensheathing blood vessels
allow for the execution of these physiological responses.
Astrocyte-endothelial cell interactions through endfeet
As mentioned above, astrocytes extend long, flattened processes called endfeet that surround and
intimately interact with endothelial cells (Figure 2), separated only by the basal lamina. Endfeet cover up to 99%
of the cerebrovascular surface (26) where, on average, each astrocyte possesses 3.5 endfeet, though some can
have as few as one or as many as seven (27). Depending on the vessel type, both the degree and morphological
appearance of astrocyte coverage varies. Endfeet along the capillary bed are in direct contact with the vasculature
while larger vessels are separated from endfeet by cerebrospinal fluid-filled spaces (28-29). In addition to endfeet,
about one-third of astrocyte somata also contact the vasculature, typically at larger diameter vessels (30).
Endfoot length and thickness also vary along different blood vessel types. Endfoot processes around
arteries and veins are thicker and have higher glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) expression levels, whereas the
reverse is seen in endfeet around capillaries (31-33). Finally, endfeet also cluster together as a dense meshwork
around larger meningeal vessels as well as penetrating arteries and veins to form the glia limitans. Covered by
the basal lamina, this process-rich structure forms a barrier distinct from the BBB (34), which is capable of
forming tight junction proteins under inflammatory conditions, thereby preventing the entry of blood-borne cells
into the parenchymal space (35).
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The retraction of endfeet has been documented in various disease states such as ischemia (36-38), major
depression (39-41), experimental autoimmune encephalitis (42), and multiple sclerosis (43). These conditions
typically present with blood-brain barrier breakdown. Other conditions such as glioma (44) and cerebral amyloid
angiopathy (1) result in perturbed endfoot-vascular contact due to intercalation of another entity, and both
conditions result in altered blood flow and blood-brain barrier breakdown, as reviewed in Chapter 1.

Figure 2- Astrocyte endfeet extensively and intimately cover the cerebrovasculature- An electron
micrograph depicting the intimate association between astrocyte endfeet and endothelial cells. Two
endfeet are present, one being pseudo-colored in magenta and the other in green. The yellow arteriole
endothelial cell is positioned between the two endfeet. Scale bar: 5µms. Reproduced with permission.
Image originally published in: Watanabe K, Takeishi H, Hayakawa T, Sasaki H. Three-dimensional
organization of the perivascular glial limiting membrane and its relationship with the vasculature: a
scanning electron microscope study. Okajimas folia anatomica Japonica. 2010; 87: 109-121 (26). URL:
https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/ofaj/87/3/87_3_109/_article/-char/en
Endothelial Cells
Though it exists as one continuous structure throughout the brain, six distinct segments of the
cerebrovasculature have been categorized. These include pial arteries, penetrating arteries, arterioles, capillaries,
postcapillary venules, and veins (45). Endothelial cells (ECs) form the vasculature but possess transcriptomic
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profiles specific to the zone of vascular tree they occupy (arteriole, capillary, or venous) (46). Genes such as Bmx,
Vegfc, Efnb2, Gkn3, and Sema3g identify the arterial zone of the vasculature whereas Nr2f2 and Slc38a5 identify
the venous zone (46). The capillary zone can be identified by genes such as Mfsd2a and Tfrc, and in general,
transcription factors are the dominant feature of arterial endothelium whereas transporters predominate at
capillary and venous endothelium (46).
The Blood-Brain Barrier (BBB)
The Blood-Brain Barrier (BBB) refers to a continuous structure that exists at the plasma membranes of
adjacent endothelial cells in penetrating arterioles, capillaries, and ascending venules (47). Paul Ehrlich first
described the BBB over a century ago when he observed the exclusion of water-soluble dyes from brain and
spinal cord following systemic injection (48-49). His student, Edwin Goldmann, conducted further observational
studies and determined that trypan blue is retained within the CSF but not the periphery when injected directly
into the CSF (50). The term ‘blood-brain barrier’ was not coined, however, until Max Lewandowsky determined
that the detrimental effects of neurotoxic substances occurred only when injected directly into the brain (51).
Since that time, it has been firmly established that the selectivity of the BBB is due to both physical and chemical
barriers, as well as a lack of fenestrations and low transcytotic expression- all features that separate the CNS
vasculature from the peripheral vasculature. (47). Only molecules that are lipid-soluble, <400Da, and contain
fewer than 8 hydrogen bonds can pass freely via lipid-mediated diffusion (52).
In light of this high exclusivity, numerous membrane-bound transport systems which are also localized at
the endothelium enable the passage of various molecules essential for cellular metabolism (53). Other transport
systems exist that function as efflux transporters, whereby they clear or prevent entry of foreign substances into
brain (53). These two transport functions characterize the two major transporter superfamilies- the ATP-binding
cassette (ABC) superfamily and solute carrier superfamily (SLC) (54). As suggested in the name, ABC
transporters are efflux transporters that utilize energy generated from ATP hydrolysis to restrict passage and entry
to drugs, drug conjugates, and xenobiotics (54). SLC transporters are involved in the uptake of carbohydrates,
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vitamins, hormones, nucleotides, organic anions/cations, monocarboxylic acids, fatty acids, and amino acids into
the brain (53-54).
52 families containing 395 members of membrane-bound SLC transporters have been identified in humans
(54). As mentioned above, there is a large array of substrates that SLC transporters can interact with, and different
transporters possess varying levels of selectivity. The majority of SLC transporters are either facilitative- that is,
they transport substrates across membranes on-the-basis of electrochemical gradients- or secondary-active,
whereby ion gradients produced by ATP-dependent pumps allow for molecules to be transported against
concentration gradients. A minority of SLC transporters are tertiary-active, where substances are transported
against concentration gradients by utilizing energy generated from gradients produced by secondary-active
transporters (54). The abluminal sodium pump (Na+, K+ ATPase), luminal sodium-hydrogen exchanger, chloridebicarbonate exchanger, luminal sodium-potassium-chloride cotransporter, and sodium-calcium exchanger all
modulate ion concentrations (53, 55).
One prominent SLC transporter is SLC2A1, also known as glucose transporter 1 (GLUT1). This
transporter is responsible for transporting glucose (47, 56), the main energy substrate of the brain (57-58), across
the BBB. GLUT1 is expressed by endothelial cells in early BBB development (59-61), and its reductions in
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) underlie diminished glucose transport observed early in disease pathogenesis (62-65).
This reduction has further been shown to act as a main driver of cerebrovascular degeneration, neuropathology,
and cognitive function (66). One other vital transporter executing carrier-mediated transport, but not classified as
a member of the SLC family, is the major facilitator superfamily domain-containing protein 2 (MFSD2A). This
transporter is responsible for mediating omega-3 fatty acid passage into brain (53), and it is necessary for proper
BBB formation as its conditional deletion in endothelial cells resulted in a leaky BBB (67).
48 total ABC transporter genes have been identified in humans. These are classified into seven
subfamilies, ATP subfamily A to G (68-69), all of which possess a stereotypical four-domain structure. Two
transmembrane domains identify and transport substrates, and two nucleotide-binding cytoplasmic domains
provide the energy for transport through the binding and hydrolysis of ATP (70). The diversity of substrate
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recognition is endowed by the diversity in transmembrane-domain structure found amongst the seven classes of
ATP transporters (71). P-glycoprotein is one prominent ATP transporter highly expressed at endothelial cells that
has been shown to transport amyloid-β (Aβ) (72-74). Its function can be studied in human patients using (R)[11C]verapamil and positron emission tomography, and one study utilizing these methods demonstrated that Pglycoprotein function is diminished in patients with AD, ultimately suggesting that it contributes to amyloid
accumulation and thereby AD pathogenesis (75).
Beyond transporters, receptors also facilitate the passage of molecules into the brain or mediate their
clearance. Peptides and proteins depend on receptor-mediated transcytosis to enter the brain (53), and examples
include the insulin and transferrin receptors (76). One other prominent example is the apolipoprotein E fat-binding
proteins (APOE), of which there are three isoforms, APOε2, 3, and 4. APOε4 is considered one of the strongest
risk factors for AD and BBB breakdown is most evident in patients with this isoform (53)- a finding corroborated
by studies from APOε4 transgenic mice (77-79). In contrast, patients with the APOε3 isoform have a reduced risk
for AD and develop a diminished degree of BBB breakdown (80-83). Other receptors such as low-density
lipoprotein receptor-related protein 1 (LRP1) mediate transport of Aβ across the BBB and out of the brain (7274) whereas the receptor for advanced glycation end products (RAGE) transports Aβ into brain (84-87).
In addition to the chemical component of the BBB, there are also constituents forming a physical barrier.
Broadly speaking, this physical barrier is composed of adherens and tight junctions (88). Proteins such as the
junctional adhesion molecules A-C (JAM A-C), platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule (PECAM-1), and
vascular endothelial cadherin (VE-cadherin) contribute to the formation of adherens junction, which are located
at the parenchymal facing, apical side of the endothelial cell (70). Linking these proteins to the actin/vinculinbased cytoskeleton are the α-, β-, and γ-catenin proteins (89).
In the CNS, tight junction proteins consist of Claudins 1 (90), 3, 5, and 12 (91-92), as well as Occludin
(70). Each Claudin differentially regulates the BBB’s exclusivity to different molecular sizes (70). For example,
Claudin-5 deletion results in BBB permeability to molecules less than 800 Da, leading to neonatal death (91). In
contrast, BBB formation is not altered when Occludin is deleted entirely (93), yet TJ strand formation itself is
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perturbed when its N-terminal domain is deleted (94). Linking Claudins and Occludin to the actin-based
cytoskeleton are members of the peripheral membrane-associated guanylate kinase protein (MAGUK) family,
zonula occludens 1-3 (ZO1-ZO3) (88). In addition to providing cytoskeletal anchorage, the zonula occludens
protein possess a PDZ-binding domain that regulates the spatial distribution of Claudins (70). Figure 3 highlights
the molecular entities comprising the physical and chemical components of the BBB.
Development of the BBB
Blood-brain barrier development commences with the onset of angiogenesis when endothelial progenitor
cells invade the embryonic neuroectoderm around embryonic day 9.75 (E9.75) (95). Neural progenitor cells
express multiple molecular cues that guide capillary formation to the neuroectoderm along a concentration
gradient, the most well characterized being vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGFA) and Wnt/β-catenin
(96). Mice completely deficient in VEGF receptor 2 completely die around E9 due to failure in blood vessel
formation (97), and mice deficient for the ligand also die early in embryogenesis, with vessel formation severely
compromised (98).
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Figure 3- The physical and chemical components of the blood-brain barrier- A) Cartoon depicting the
molecular entities comprising the physical component of the blood-brain barrier. This includes the protein that
tight and adherens junctions along with the adaptor molecules linking them to the cytoskeleton. B) Cartoon
depicting the molecular entities comprising the chemical of the blood-brain barrier, specifically carrier mediated
transport systems. C) Cartoon depicting the active efflux transport systems comprising the chemical component
of the blood-brain barrier. Reproduced with permission from Zlokovic 2008 (47).

Development of the BBB continued
Wnt/β-catenin signaling is a CNS specific angiogenic program (59). The classical pathway involves Wnt
ligands binding to endothelial expressed Frizzled receptors. Upon binding, β-catenin accumulates in the
cytoplasm due to inhibition of proteasome-mediated degradation. Following cytoplasmic accumulation, β-catenin
translocates to the nucleus and induces expression of target genes through interactions with lymphoid enhancer
binding factor 1/T-cell specific transcription factor DNA-binding proteins (99). In addition to its contributions to
angiogenesis, Wnt also induces the expression of BBB genes such as the aforementioned glucose transporter,
GLUT1 (Slc2a1) (59, 100). Neural progenitor cells express Wnt7a and Wnt7b in forebrain and ventral regions of
the neural tube, and deficiency in these ligands results in embryonic lethality at E11.5-E12.5 due to abnormal
vessel formation and subsequent hemorrhage (59, 61).
At the time of angiogenesis, endothelial cells express tight junction proteins, leukocyte adhesion
molecules, and transcytotic vesicles (96). The acquisition of mature BBB properties involves elaboration of tight
junction protein structures, decreased expression of transcytotic vesicles and leukocyte adhesion molecules, as
well as increased expression of transporters (96). Interactions with pericytes, a type of vascular mural cell, are
necessary for the formation of these properties, and relative vascular permeability is determined by absolute
pericyte coverage. Specifically, pericytes inhibit the expression of molecules that increase permeability and
leukocyte infiltration rather that inducing BBB specific genes (101).
Until recently, it was thought that angiogenesis peaked until the time of birth and then gradually
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declined until postnatal day 25 (P25) (102). Typically, mRNA transcripts encoding angiogenic tip markers,
signaling factors controlling CNS angiogenesis, and cell proliferation, as well as cell cycle markers all decline
around E15.5-E18.5, which is right when radial glial cells undergo a potency switch and differentiate into
astrocytes (103). Recent RNA-sequencing studies, however, have revealed a potential second wave of
angiogenesis to occur, where the aforementioned categories of mRNA transcripts peak around postnatal days 59 (P5-P9) (104-105). This analysis is supported by observations from in vivo multiphoton studies revealing
endothelial cell sprouts in the postnatal cerebrovasculature, further backed by BrdU incorporation studies
revealing a continuation and increase in endothelial cell proliferation from P5-P10, which gradually diminishes
until P25 when angiogenesis is completely abolished (106). Hence, there appears to be an embryonic and postnatal
stage of angiogenesis.
As mentioned above, early morphological and physiological studies indicated endothelial cells inherently
express tight junction proteins, and recent bulk RNA sequencing studies have confirmed that most BBB
transcripts are expressed in the initial embryonic stage of angiogenesis around E10-E11.5 (105). These studies
further revealed, however, that marked heterogeneity regarding the timeline of BBB transcript expression exists
even within vascular beds of the same brain region. Interestingly, some BBB transcripts that encode for
transporters including ABC, amino acid, and organic ion transporters are highly upregulated during postnatal
stages of development when astrocytes would have extended endfeet to capillaries, which typically occurs at birth
(107). This suggests that even though astrocytes are not necessary for the formation of molecular entities forming
the physical component of the BBB, they may regulate the expression of BBB-associated transporters contributing
to the chemical component of the BBB (Figure 4). These findings add further clarity to a long history of astrocytes
and their role in regulating the BBB, which is highlighted next.
Astrocytes and the BBB
The seminal BBB study by Stewart and Wiley demonstrated how pivotal the neural microenvironment is to
inducing CNS intrinsic BBB properties (108). Adding to this notion was a study demonstrating that isolated BBB
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endothelial cells cultured in conditions differing from the CNS micro-environment lose their physiological barrier
capacity as measured by

Figure 4-Timeline of angiogenesis and gliogenesis- Cartoon documenting the temporal relationship between
vasculogenesis, angiogenesis, barriergenesis, and astrocyte maturation. Recent evidence indicates that angiogenesis may
occur in two waves, where the second wave occurs at the time of astrocyte maturation. Hence, astrocytes may regulate the
development of some BBB components. Reproduced with permission from Cohen-Salmon et al (45)

Astrocytes and the BBB continued
transendothelial electrical resistance (TEER) recordings and permeability (109).These findings ushered in many
studies aimed at determining the necessity of astrocytes in the induction of BBB properties.
Early studies demonstrated that endothelial cells produced more complex tight junctions (110) and TEER
recordings (109, 111), a physiological measurement of barrier tightness, when cultured in the presence of
astrocytes or astrocyte-conditioned media. One particular study implanted endothelial cells into the anterior
chamber of the eye and found that Evans blue dye failed to extravasate from newly formed blood vessels
interfacing with astrocytes. This was in contrast to results from experiments that implanted fibroblasts into
anterior chambers of the eye (112). However, another study followed up on this citing that the original study did
not include electron microscopy (EM)-based evidence to support tight junction formation. Upon acquiring EM
data from repeated anterior chamber implantation experiments, the authors demonstrated that endothelial cell
implants were actually poorly vascularized, and of the few vessels that successfully formed, none possessed
characteristics matching those of brain capillaries. In contrast, fibroblast implants were decidedly vascularized
with highly fenestrated vessels, and the authors therefore concluded that this difference in vascularization
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accounted for the difference in dye extravasation seen in the previous study (113). Other studies demonstrated
that astrocyte-conditioned media (ACM) can reinduce electrical resistance and permeability to large and small
molecular tracers in BBB-ECs (114-116). Conversely, a series of BBB-specific properties such as P-glycoprotein
and TJ expression can be induced in non-CNS ECs when cultured in the presence of astrocytes or astrocytesecreted factors (116-118). Furthermore, direct contact with astrocytes induces the establishment of mature BBB
properties (119). Taken together, all but one aforementioned in vitro study supported the notion that astrocytes
were necessary for inducing and maintaining BBB properties.
As mentioned above, by 2010 it was accepted that pericytes are responsible for formation of BBB properties
(101), and that this development is completed by the time astrogliogenesis occurs in the brain, which is typically
begins around E18.5 (103). The prevailing view therefore became that astrocytes are necessary for BBB
maintenance. With the exception of one 2003 study demonstrating in vivo the necessity of the Src-suppressed C
Kinase substrate in regulating the expression of zonula-occludens 1 expression (120), in vivo support for
astrocyte-dependent BBB maintenance was lacking. This was critical in light of the original Stewart and Wiley
study mentioned above (108). If the neural microenvironment is necessary for inducing BBB properties, then the
best evidence supporting the necessity of astrocyte in maintaining the BBB would be from in vivo studies. In light
of this, several studies in recent years have determined the impact on BBB integrity upon either genetically
ablating astrocytes entirely (23) or knocking-out proteins exclusively in astrocytes. Interestingly, one study
knocking out connexin 40 and 43 expression in astrocytes revealed BBB disruption, but observed this mostly in
deeper brain regions such as striatum, and not in cortical regions (22). This same regional pattern of BBB
breakdown was demonstrated when astrocyte specific laminin was ablated as well (21). In addition to the lack of
BBB breakdown in cortex, one study employing diphtheria toxin mediated astrocyte ablation revealed no BBB
breakdown in spinal cord (121). Interestingly, however, one study recently employed that same strategy and
revealed extravasation of the ~1kDa dye Cadaverine in cortex, which is a dye smaller than that previously used
in the aforementioned studies (20). Taken together, these experimental results point to the astrocyte being
necessary for BBB maintenance, but largely in deeper brain regions rather than cortex.
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The BBB in aging
Changes in the BBB throughout the lifespan accompany the changing needs of a maturing brain (122).
Amino acid transport, for example, differs between neonates and adults (123). These changes support the theory
that a healthy aging brain is accompanied by alterations in BBB functions, and the idea of adaptive senectitude
supports this notion (124). However, oftentimes it is unclear if BBB alterations in aging are a causative factor in
the etiology of aging-related CNS disorders.
Two examples of transport systems changing with age are LRP1 and those passaging glucose. As
mentioned above, LRP1 is responsible for the transport of Aβ from brain to blood. LRP-1 function is inhibited in
aging, and studies mimicking this find that Aβ peptide accumulates due to decreased efflux, ultimately resulting
in cognitive impairment (125). In yet another example, glucose transport and metabolism along with cerebral
blood flow- which are all tightly coupled with each other- decrease in aging. Cerebral blood flow, however,
becomes temporally and regionally uncoupled from glucose transport in aging (126-128). Decreases in glucose
transport also becomes irrelevant when accounting for brain atrophy (129), and taken together, these findings
raise the question if decreases in glucose transport occur because of decreases in demand from aging tissue, or if
decreases in transport dysregulate an organ with high metabolic demands. In general, few transport systems have
been investigated in the aging brain, and of those that have, most reveal no difference in transport number (122).
With regard to transporters, the same ambiguity applies to studies in BBB disruption and endothelial cell
morphology. In terms of morphology, data reveals no change in brain microvessel composition (130), and there
are mixed results regarding capillary density and diameter (131-132). Regarding BBB disruption, which means
the free passage of plasma solutes across the BBB, the clearest studies documenting breakdown in aging comes
from those employing dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging, where findings revealed BBB
disruption in hippocampus (133) as well as gray and white matter of elderly patients (134). Interestingly, this
leakage correlated with measures of cognitive decline, including white matter leakage correlating with delayed
recall (135). In the gray matter study (134), however, a single patient over the age of 90 possessed white matter
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that was less leaky than two individuals under the age of 50. Taken together, this suggests that the BBB does
breakdown with aging, though breakdown is small and seems to be highly variable from patient-to-patient.
Vascular Mural Cells
Covering endothelial cells are vascular mural cells (VMCs) (Figure 5). VMCs are broadly categorized
into two cell types, and their anatomical position varies according to the zone of vascular tree in question. Vascular
smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) are one type of mural cell and occupy the larger arteries and veins, though their
morphological appearance differs between the two vessel types (136). At arteries, VSMCs appear as ring-like
structures encasing the vasculature, and the high expression of α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) underlies the high
amplitude contractions observed in these cells. VSMCs at venules have much lower expression of α-SMA and
appear as a meshwork encasing the vessel (136).
Pericytes are the second mural cell type and are present along the surface of capillaries and post-capillary
venules. They occupy distinct segments of vasculature and can be placed along either continuous stretches of
capillaries or at their branch points (137-138). They can be uniquely identified by the dual expression of plateletderived growth factor receptor-β (PDGFRβ), a growth factor receptor, and NG2 (neural-glial antigen 2), a
proteoglycan that serves as a co-receptor to PDGF (138). Morphologically speaking, they possess a bump-on-alog appearance, containing an ovoid cell body and long linear processes occupying vast stretches of capillary bed
(137-138).
The capillary bed accounts for approximately 85% of total cerebral vessel length (47). Given that pericytes
are the most abundant mural cell present, their necessity in the formation and maintenance of BBB integrity was
long speculated and subsequently shown to be the case (101). Likewise, many studies suggested the major site of
cerebral blood flow (CBF) regulation to reside at capillaries (140-142)- more specifically, the terminal capillary
level (141). As was true with the BBB, since pericytes are the predominant mural cell present at this vascular
location- they became the presumed cell type regulating capillary responses to neuronal activity- and studies in
retina (142-143), cerebellum (141), and cerebral cortex (141) all supported this notion. Furthermore, in vivo
studies in cortex revealed a nearly equal number of capillaries dilate in response to neuronal activity as did
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penetrating arterioles, and importantly, capillary dilation occurred prior to arteriole dilation (141). This temporal
profile suggested that active relaxation in pericytes regulates CBF rather than changes in blood pressure caused
by VSMC constriction inducing passive changes in pericytes. Finally, studies in ischemia had characterized a
‘no-reflow’ phenomena (141, 144-145). Here, reperfusion of brain tissue is prevented by the persistence in
pericyte constriction long after pericyte cell death. Taken together, these studies posited CBF regulation to occur
at the level of capillaries largely under the control of capillary pericytes.
One puzzling aspect remained regarding the contractile ability of pericytes. A significant number of midcapillary pericytes had indeed been shown to express α-SMA, with the majority of expression occurring in
pericytes at the first-order capillary, defined as the first capillary branch segment from a penetrating arteriole
(136). Furthermore, many of the aforementioned studies examined pericyte contractility at this vessel type.
Seeking to clarify if capillary pericytes at higher branch orders, a recent study by Hill et al (136) demonstrated
that capillaries do not have active vasomotor responses in response to multiple stimulation paradigms, including
direct pericyte optogenetic stimulation, physiological neural activation, and spreading depolarization. Pericytes
at these higher branch-order capillary locations indeed lacked expression of α-SMA, whereas it was abundantly
expressed in mural cells at vascular locations exemplifying active vasomotor responses. Interestingly, the
morphological appearance of α-SMA+ pericytes at primary capillaries had more of a band-like morphology as
that observed in VSMCs, but the diameter of the vasculature they occupied was indistinguishable from that of the
higher branch-order pericyte-covered capillaries. Given these findings, the authors defined this first-order
capillary segment as a precapillary arteriole, and the mural cells covering them were classified as VSMCs. They
further determined that the ‘no-flow’ phenomena mentioned above actually occurs because of constrictions in
VSMCs at precapillary arterioles and not pericytes at capillaries. Taken together, this data supported CBF
regulation to lie at the levels of arterioles under the control of VSMC constrictions.
Given that the aforementioned study was performed due to purported issues in distinguishing VSMCs and
pericytes at this precapillary arteriole region, several authors responded to these findings by claiming that the
conclusions were drawn based off changing the classical definition of pericytes originally given by Zimmerman
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(146). First described in the 1870s by Eberth and Rouget (137-138), pericytes were classified as having a bumpon-a-log morphology and being present on the abluminal side of capillaries, both at branch points and on
contiguous segments. Zimmerman was the first to name these cells pericytes and decided to include the various
morphologies of these cells under this one umbrella term, ‘including their transitional forms to smooth muscle
fibres.’ Given that the Hill paper also found αSMA expression in 30% of pericytes at higher branch order
capillaries (136), the question of what constitutes a pericyte comes down to how the morphology of a mural cell
at the primary capillary is categorized. Does its resemblance to a smooth muscle cell mean that it should be a
smooth muscle cell, or should it remain a pericyte as originally encompassed in the Zimmerman definition? Does
the size of the vessel this mural cell occupies, which is consistent with the definition of a capillary, automatically
categorize it as an ensheathing pericyte as some recent studies have classified it (147)?
Regardless of the position one takes on this matter, it is clear that this segment of vasculature is critical
for CBF regulation and that the mural cell at this location exerts control over the vasculature with a kinetic profile
that differs from pericytes at downstream capillaries. Specifically, a very recent study demonstrated that pericytes
on higher branch orders do exert control over the vascular diameter but at much slower kinetics than arterioles
and precapillary arterioles (147). Hence, studies such as the one conducted by Hill et al may have arrived at a
false conclusion regarding the lack of a role higher branch order pericytes have in CBF regulation simply because
they didn’t acquire or analyze data for long enough time periods post-stimulation. One other study corroborates
this notion as they used a similar stimulation paradigm and reported the same kinetic profile of pericyte
constriction at higher-order capillaries (148).
As highlighted in Chapter 2, vascular abnormalities can contribute to AD pathogenesis, and onset of AD
can further exacerbate vascular deficits present in patients. While arguments over the classification of mural cells
at various vascular zones may seem trivial, understanding their contributions to CBF is not. By parsing out the
various details of how mural cells contribute to CBF, we can begin to classify how these same mechanisms change
in pathologies such as AD and then develop therapeutics accordingly. To that end, an elegant study (150) recently
demonstrated that capillaries in human AD tissue are constricted but not arterioles, and that this constriction
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occurs due to Endothelin-1 (ET1) binding to the endothelin A receptor on pericytes. ROS production via Aβ
oligomer activity was identified as the source inducing ET1 production. By blocking the effects of ET1 with
GKT137831 or C-type natriuretic peptide (CNP), the Aβ-induced constriction was reversed. Taken together,
vascular mural cells at various locations along the vascular tree exert vasoregulatory control, albeit at varying
kinetics. Disease states can alter how these cells regulate vessel diameter, and by understanding how they exert
control of vessel diameter under normal physiological conditions, we can target identified perturbations in disease
and shed light on potential therapeutic opportunities.

Figure 5-Vascular mural cell composition at different levels of the vascular tree- Cartoon depicting
the transition from vascular smooth muscle cells at arterioles to various pericyte forms at precapillary arterioles,
capillaries, and postcapillary venules. Smooth muscle cells are present at venules but appear as a meshwork rather
than the ring-like structures seen at arterioles. Reproduced with permission from Andy Shih, senior author of the
publication this cartoon originally appeared in: Hartmann DA, Underly RG, Grant RI, Watson AN, Lindner V,
Shih AY. Pericyte structure and distribution in the cerebral cortex revealed by high-resolution imaging of
transgenic mice. Neurophotonics. 2015 2(4): 041402. doi: 10.1117/1.NPh.2.4.041402 (260)

Astrocytes and Neurovascular Coupling (Functional Hyperemia)
One function of blood flow is the delivery of essential nutrients to sustain neuronal metabolic activity. The process
of pairing regional alterations in blood flow to match regional changes in neuronal energy demand is known as
neurovascular coupling (NVC) (150). This process is pivotal as the brain, though only comprising 2% of total
body weight, actually consumes 20% of the body’s oxygen (56). The canonical view of NVC is centered on
regulation occurring at the arteriole level (14, 17-18). Specifically, neuronal glutamate release would activate
astrocytic metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 (mGluR5), subsequently inducing the release of vasoactive
substances onto vessels (15). This release was due to inositol triphosphate-3 receptor (IP3R) dependent increases
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in intracellular calcium concentrations ([Ca2+]i), which would consequently produce vasodilations or
constrictions. These vasoactive substances, arachidonic acid (AA) metabolites produced by phospholipase A2
(14, 17-19), led to both vasodilations, produced by phospholipase A2 conversion to prostaglandin E2 via
cyclooxygenase 1, and vasoconstrictions, by the production of 20-hydroxyeicosatetraemoic acid (20-HETE) from
AA (15).
Several studies raised concerns with this proposed mechanism. It was shown that astrocyte calcium signals
were too slow (151), did not display sufficient magnitude (151), and were too infrequent (152) to be necessary
for neurovascular coupling. Subsequent studies, however, demonstrated that physiological stimulation-induced
calcium signals in astrocyte endfeet specifically do occur on a time-scale compatible with neurovascular coupling
(153-154), and so many of these original studies were dismissed on the basis of their measurements remaining
confined to the astrocyte cell soma. A second controversy revolved around how [Ca2+]i was generated via
mGluR5 activation leading to downstream IP3-dependent release of Ca2+ from internal stores (14, 17-18).
However, adult astrocytes were shown to lack the mGluR5 receptor (155) and knockout of IP 3R2 from astrocytes
did not modulate neurovascular coupling in any particular way (156).
In light of these controversies, a very pivotal study (16) demonstrated that [Ca2+]i was generated via
postsynaptic ATP release, thereby activating the P2X1 purinergic ATP receptor on astrocytes. This subsequently
led to AA production, which was then converted to prostaglandin E2 via diacylglycerol kinase and phospholipase
D2 (rather than A2). Interestingly, neurovascular coupling at the level of arterioles was independent of astrocytes
and relied instead of activation of neuronal NMDA receptors inducing the release of nitric oxide- hence, signaling
occurs directly from neuron to vessel, as had been shown previously (157). Regardless of the controversies
surrounding mural cell classification at precapillary arterioles/first order capillaries, findings reveal this segment
of vasculature to be largely responsible for initiating conducted vascular responses following neuronal activity
and astrocytes to be the cell type responsible for regulating this response. Thus, studies of astrocytes in blood
flow regulation should primarily focus here.
The Vascular and Parenchymal Basement Membrane
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The vascular basement membrane (VBM) is a complex three-dimensional network consisting of proteins from
four glycoprotein families (158-159). These include nidogens, collagen IV isoforms, heparin sulfate
proteoglycans (HSPGs), and laminins. Depending on the physiological state or developmental stage (160),
expression of other molecules such as fibulin type 1 and 2, collagen XVIII, insoluble fibronectin,
thrombospondins 1, and others rich in cysteine (such as SPARC), can be present as well (161-165).
Collagen IV is a trimeric molecule consisting of intertwined polypeptide chains, each being one of six
possible α chains (166). The most common isoform expressed in brain is composed of two α1 and one α2 chain
(167-170). The initial assembly and intertwining of these α chains occur intracellularly where they form structures
called protomers, which subsequently oligomerize extracellularly to form a supramolecular network (171).
Nidogen exists in brain as two isoforms, nidogen 1 and 2. Consisting of three globes (G1-G3), G1 and G2 are
expressed within the N-terminus and G3 at the C-terminus in both isoforms (172-173).
Three different HSPGs are found within the VBM: agrin, collagen XVII, and perlecan, with agrin and
perlecan having the highest expression (174). z+ and z0 are spliced isoforms of agrin, with z0 being the isotype
found within the VBM (175-176). Perlecan has a multi-domain protein core possessing a N-terminus with three
glycosaminoglycan chains (166). One function of HSPGs is to bind and amass growth factors so as to protect
them from degradation, thereby allowing modulation of paracrine signaling of nearby cells (177-178).
Laminins are heterotrimeric transmembrane proteins consisting of α-, β-, and γ-subunits (166).
Development of the vascular basement membrane (VBM) begins with this cross-shaped structure self-assembling
into a sheet-like structure, followed by binding to nidogen and HSPGs. The linking of HSPGs and nidogen to
collagen IV completes VBM development (166). 16 different laminin isoforms exist, the composition of which
derives from a combination of one of five possible α-subunits, one of four possible β-subunits, and one of three
possible γ-subunits (179-180). Along all zones of the vascular tree, laminin composition contains either α1, α2,
α4, or α5 combined with β1 and γ1 chains, giving trimeric isoforms of 111, 211, 411, and 511 (160). Laminin 421
is also found along the cerebrovasculature (164, 181-182).
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Different cells of the GVU secrete different isoforms of laminin. Furthermore, the anatomical appearance
and laminin composition of the VBM varies according to the vascular zone (166). At the larger arteries and arterioles, the vascular basement membrane consists of contributions from pial cells and astrocytes, which constitute
the parenchymal basement membrane (183-184). There is also the contribution from the underlying endothelial
cells, constituting the endothelial basement membrane, whose laminin composition consists of isoforms 411 and
511 (179, 185). In contrast, the parenchymal basement membrane contains laminin isoforms 111 and 211, where
astrocytes express both isoforms (21). Laminin 411 is expressed at all levels of the vascular tree, whereas laminin
511 correlates with both vessel type and maturation (179, 181).
Descending further down the vascular tree to the level of capillaries, smooth muscle cells transition to
pericytes, which are embedded within the endothelial basement membrane. Given the loss of a pial sheet at this
level of vasculature (184), the VBM now appears as one unified entity rather than two (166). The laminin
composition, just as with larger arterioles, contain isoforms 411 and 511 from endothelial cells, and 211 from
astrocytes (160, 184-185). Pericytes also make a critical contribution the VBM at capillaries given their
anatomical position within the endothelial basement membrane and the fact that they express all laminin isoforms
(21, 186).
Finally, upon examination of the VBM at postcapillary venules, one will find a virtual perivascular space
can be found separating the vascular, parenchymal, and basement membranes. This is particularly conspicuous in
inflammatory conditions where leukocytes accumulate in this space prior to infiltrating the brain parenchyma
(183, 187). Just as with other vessel types, the endothelial basement membrane possesses laminins 411 and 511,
although 511 expression is patchy (166, 185).
Linking astrocytes and endothelial cells to the VBM are two molecular entities: dystroglycans and
integrins (158, 188). Dystroglycans are heterodimeric proteins consisting of a highly glycosylated extracellular
α-subunit, which is responsible for linking cells to the VBM substrate, and an intracellular β-subunit, which is
responsible for linking the dystroglycan complex to the actin-based cytoskeleton (189). Integrins are also
heterodimeric proteins consisting of α- and β-subunits, both of which are transmembrane glycoproteins (190).
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The various cell types at the VBM all express different integrin isoforms. Specifically, endothelial cells express
α1β1, α3β1, α6β1, and αvβ1 (188, 191-193). Pericytes express α4β1 (194) and astrocytes express α1β1, α5β1,
and α6β1 (192). Table 1 summarizes the laminin and integrin molecules expressed by pericytes, astrocytes, and
endothelial cells.
Cell type

Laminin expression

Integrin expression

Pericyte

All laminin isoforms

α4β1

Astrocyte

α2β1γ1 and α1β1γ1

α1β1, α5β1, and α6β1

Endothelial

α4β1γ1 and α5β1γ1

α1β1, α3β1, α6β1, and αvβ1

Table 1- Laminin and integrin expression specified by cell type
Microglial Cells
As members of the innate immune system (195-197), microglial cells are mononuclear phagocytes of the
CNS that derive from yolk sac macrophage progenitors (196-200). These cells primarily engage in immune
defense and maintenance of CNS homeostasis (201), and as such, exhibit high dynamism though the extension
of their processes (195-197). By contacting surrounding cellular structures, they are able to continually assess
their local microenvironment. Upon detection of injury, microglial responses involve resolving tissue injury,
mitigating the effects of inflammation on the CNS, and supporting tissue repair and remodeling (202-203).
Microglial cells also engage in phagocytic clearance of cellular debris (204), which can be modeled with
experimental methods. One such method is the targeted two-photon chemical apoptotic ablation (2Phatal) singlecell apoptosis induction method where microglia have been shown to engulf apoptotic cells (205).
Dynamic Interactions of Astrocytes with the Vasculature
Cajal first characterized the intimate spatial proximity between astrocytes and blood vessel many years
ago (206). Upon consideration of what physiological implications this spatial arrangement may have, he
hypothesized that astrocytes controlled changes in vessel diameter through extensions and retractions of their
endfeet, and that this was primarily how blood-flow was regulated in the brain (207). While modern studies have
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precluded that possibility, other studies have clearly demonstrated that astrocytes dynamically interact with
synapses, and that this can vary by neuronal activity (208-210) or by physiological state (211-216). However, it
was only recently demonstrated for the first time that astrocytes can exert plasticity at the vascular interface (217),
but how this occurs and if these endfeet physiologically exert control over the vasculature remained unknown.
Astrocytes in Aging
Zamanian et al. 2012 (218) demonstrated through transcriptional profiling that astrocytes become reactive
following systemic lipopolysaccharide injection, taking on more of an inflammatory state. These astrocytes have
become known as A1 reactive astrocytes, and some of the genetic changes that occur in astrocytes classified as
A1 have been found to increase with age (219-220). Rather than having gene expression increase or decrease, the
astrocyte transcriptomic profile shifts towards a more inflammatory state, with the magnitude in change differing
for each brain region (219-220). The A1 nomenclature, however, is not without controversy.
Further studies in humans (221-223), rodents (224-225), and primates (221, 226) indicate that astrocyte
morphology in aging differs markedly from young astrocytes, with older astrocytes’ processes becoming short
and stubby relative to the long and slender processes of young astrocytes. One other study even found that
astrocyte endfeet retract later in life (227). Taken together, these changes are suggestive that astrocytes become
more reactive with age.
Given known astrocyte reactivity with age, a recent study (228) documented the time course of maximal
GFAP expression following traumatic brain injury in young versus aged mice. This study determined that young
mice have a maximal response at three days post-injury which subsequently attenuates whereas this response is
prolonged to seven days in old mice. Given further data from electron microscopy studies revealing no change in
astrocyte cell numbers with aging (229-230), these findings seem to suggest that the extent of reactivity with age
does not change, but that the kinetics of an astrogliosis response does.

Astrogliosis
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Astrogliosis is a process whereby astrocytes take on a multitude of phenotypes in response to CNS insults
and disorders (231) (Figure 6). Also called astrocyte reactivity, this is an evolutionary primitive response long
considered to be homogenous and physiologically inconsequential (232-235). Studies from the past two decades,
however, have utilized gene-editing technologies to enable precise hypothesis testing, the findings from which
have uncovered a diverse group of potential alterations in astrocyte morphology, molecular expression, and
physiology.
The discovery of the striking diversity exemplified by astrocytes in disease has given rise to the idea that
astrocytes may adopt different subtypes, each with different functions. RNA sequencing and proteomics has
allowed for a delineation in precise molecular expression profiles of various reactive astrocyte subtypes, but what
this means for physiological outcomes in disease states cannot be determined solely from this data alone. The
field, therefore, is currently pushing for a more comprehensive approach, including data on cellular morphology,
physiology, cellular interactions, proliferation, and tissue architecture to which reactive astrocytes contribute
(231). To this end, astrocyte ‘subtypes’ are distinguished from ‘states’ based upon whether or not alterations
encompass all the aforementioned categories and are more permanent in nature (231). Combining data from
decades of studies broadly suggests two subtypes exist, which are based upon whether or not astrocytes are
proliferative, form borders around regions of CNS inflammation and/or conspicuous damage thereby resulting in
permanent changes to underlying tissue architecture- and retain basic cellular morphology and physiology as
observed in healthy tissue. Though these categories successfully combine data from many studies on astrocyte
reactivity, they are by no means exhaustive in nature (231).
One feature that is consistent across all reactive astrocytes is the upregulation of the intermediate filament
protein GFAP mentioned above. (232). The extent of upregulation varies with the degree of astrogliosis, and the
degree of astrogliosis varies with severity of CNS insult. In instances of mild astrogliosis, such as that observed
in areas distal to focal CNS lesions, GFAP upregulation is minimal, and if triggering mechanisms are simply
acute in nature and resolve over time, then this form of gliosis has the potential to be a form of ‘resolving
reactivity’ gliosis, where GFAP levels return to baseline values. In contrast, GFAP upregulation is substantial in
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severe diffuse reactive gliosis which sometimes also results in glial ‘scar’ formation, where the ‘scar’ is thought
of as a neuroprotective barrier. Such phenotypes are found in more detrimental CNS insults such as penetrating
trauma and chronic neurodegeneration, and GFAP levels remain elevated long after the initiating insult may have
resolved (232).

Figure 6- The astrocyte response to CNS disorders is very diverse- A) At baseline, astrocytes are a
non-homogenous cell population with diversity in gene expression and function. B) Each CNS insult activates
various non-cell-autonomous signaling cascades that in turn triggers various forms of astrocyte reactivity. C)
Injury types such as ischemia or traumatic brain injury induce proliferative astrocyte reactivity. Newly
proliferated astrocytes (red nuclei) can form limitans borders that separate damaged, inflamed, and non-neural
scar tissue from viable, healthy tissue. D) Nonproliferative astrocyte reactivity exhibits context-specific gene
expression and functional alterations as determined by baseline conditions and encountered reactivity triggers. E)
Nonproliferative astrocyte reactivity can either resolve over time if the triggering insult ceases, or F) become
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chronic if the triggering insult persists. G) Chronic astrocyte reactivity can result in loss or gain of function
capable of engendering dysfunctional reactivity that aggravates tissue pathology in disease state and exacerbates
disorder outcomes. H) Genetic mutations and polymorphisms can induce cell-autonomous perturbations in
astrocyte physiology that leads to nonreactive disease states. This scenario commences an iterative cycle whereby
astrocytes, though not reacting to a trigger, can induce a CNS trigger because of gained and/or lost functions
present within them. Triggered reactivity in turn leads to further gain or loss of function capable of exacerbating
tissue pathology and disease outcomes. Reproduced with permission from Sofroniew MV 2020 (231).

Mechanisms of Astrogliosis
A plethora of cytokines and growth factors released from a variety of cellular sources are capable of
inducing GFAP upregulation. These ligands bind to their receptors and initiate downstream signaling, ultimately
converging onto transcription factors that facilitate the astrogliosis response. Two particular transcriptional factors
(TFs), nuclear factor κ-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF- κB) (236) and the Janus kinase2(JAK2)/signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) cascade (237), are the best-characterized
regulators of astrogliosis. In particular, the phosphorylation of STAT3 by JAK2 has been the most extensively
studied; as such, the majority of this review will focus there.
The Interleukin-6 (IL-6) family of cytokines, including IL-6, leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), ciliary
neurotrophic factor (CNTF), Interleukin-11, cardiotrophin 1, and Oncostatin M (OSM) are all activators of the
glycoprotein 130 (gp130) receptor (238-239), which is the defining feature of this cytokine family. Upon gp130
activation, the phosphorylation and activation of JAK2/STAT3 ensues, and STAT3 then forms a transcriptional
complex with p300/CBP. This transcriptional complex then binds to the GFAP promoter subsequently increasing
GFAP levels. Phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K) activity lies upstream of STAT3 phosphorylation (240).
Accordingly, mice overexpressing IL-6 under control of the GFAP promoter exhibited spontaneous reactive
astrogliosis as well as seizures and ataxia (241). A separate study employing a cryolesion model demonstrated
wound closure occurred with increased velocity and that GFAP levels were elevated for a longer duration of time
(242).
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The tumor growth factor- β (TGF-β) family of cytokines are capable of potentiating IL-6 induced
astrogliogenesis. Upon binding to the TGF-β receptor, signal transducers and transcriptional modulators (SMAD)
proteins undergo phosphorylation, activation, and heterodimerization, and subsequently bind to the p300/CBPSTAT3 transcriptional complex, which leads to increased GFAP expression (240). Smad3 is one particular protein
that has been implicated in this cascade, as Smad3 knockout mice possessed fewer GFAP+ astrocytes around a
stab wound lesion site (243). One other molecule converging onto p300/CBP regulation of GFAP expression
involves the binding of retinoic acid to retinoic acid receptor α (RARα), where RARα expression at this complex
is induced by the aforementioned cytokines binding to their respective receptors (240). Comprehensively
speaking, the combined IL-6/TGF-β pathway represents the canonical pathway regulating GFAP expression
levels (240) (Figure 7).
Activation of the Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) also leads to downstream JAK2/STAT3
activation, where its associated ligands- such as transforming growth factor-α (TGF-α)- have been implicated in
the induction of astrogliosis (244). Four members comprise this receptor tyrosine kinase family: EGFR (ErbB1,
HER1), ErbB2 (HER2), ErbB3 (HER3), and ErbB4 (HER4). These receptors share structural similarity as singletransmembrane glycoproteins, with each possessing an extracellular domain, transmembrane domain, a short
juxtamembrane section, and tyrosine kinase domain with tyrosine-containing C-terminal tail. Upon ligand binding
to the extracellular domain, receptors form homo- or heterodimers, upon which the intracellular tyrosine kinase
domain is activated, thus leading to phosphorylation of the C-terminal tail (245-246). These phosphotyrosine
residues then directly or indirectly activate downstream signaling pathways (246-247).
The transcription activator BRG1, also known as ATP-dependent chromatin remodeler SMARCA4, has
recently been identified as a reactive astrocyte transcriptional regulator. Upon recruitment to STAT3 recognition
regions, it potentiates GFAP aggregation and expression prior to the initiation and upregulation of GFAP
transcription. Accordingly, inhibition of the JAK2/STAT3 pathway diminishes BRG1 recruitment and subsequent
GFAP upregulation. This same phenotype is also observed upon knockdown of BRG1 (248). One final
transcription factor whose expression and secretion increases in concert with activation of the JAK2/STAT3
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pathway is lipocalin 2. A member of the lipocalin family, lipocalin 2 is an autocrine mediator of reactive
astrogliosis, and it has been particularly implicated in GFAP regulation following inflammatory stimulation (249).
Many of the previously mentioned ligands have been linked to the activation of JAK2/STAT3 in various
disease states- for example, IL-6 activates the GFAP gene in C6 malignant glioma cells (237), and epidermal
growth factor in human glioblastoma (250). Furthermore, many of these ligands are implicated in astrocyte
morphological maturation, with molecules such as heparin-binding epidermal growth factor having been linked
to astrocyte endfoot formation (251). In adulthood, many of these inflammatory mediators are expressed at the
mRNA level by cell types such as microglial and endothelial cells (252-253), suggestive that these cell types may
be responsible for guiding endfeet to their appositional vascular location in development.
As mentioned above, NF-κB signaling is another prominent transcription factor linked to the regulation
of GFAP expression (236, 254), as conditional deletion of NF-κB signaling in astrocytes ameliorates gliosis and
astrocyte loss (255). Ligands upstream of NF-κB signaling, such as fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF-2), have been
linked to inducing astrogliosis. FGF2 knockout mice have reduced hippocampal and cortical GFAP expression
levels, and mice deficient for both FGF2 and FGF5 have altered astrocyte endfoot polarity associated with bloodbrain barrier abnormalities (244).
One final transcription factor associated with GFAP regulation is the c-Jun-AP-1 cascade (256). Scratchinduced injury in primary cortical astrocyte cultures induced waves of Ca2+ influx through gap junction, which
subsequently activated c-Jun N-terminal kinase. C-Jun phosphorylation ensued, which facilitated the binding of
AP-1 to the GFAP gene promoter and thereby upregulated expression (257). Interleukin-1β (IL-1β) is one
particular ligand upstream of the c-Jun-AP-1 cascade implicated in gliosis (244). Specifically, IL-1β knockout
mice (258) presented with delayed upregulation of GFAP mRNA and protein relative to controls following focal
injury, and further presented with defects in repair of the BBB. Interestingly, a delayed upregulation of GFAP
was not affected in IL-1β knockout mice, which is not surprising given the multitude of signals regulating GFAP
expression as discussed above. Figure 6 illustrates the canonical JAK2/pSTAT3 signaling pathway.
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Conclusion
The gliovascular unit is a conglomerate of cells that work in unison to maintain the CNS internal milieu.
Through the extension of their perisynaptic processes and endfeet, astrocytes are well poised to dynamically
interact with neurons and blood vessels, respectively. This morphological arrangement along with their high
abundance in CNS position astrocytes as a central figure in the GVU. Astrocyte endfeet in particular have been
shown to be responsible for maintaining the BBB at all levels of the vascular tree and regulating neurovascular
coupling at primary capillaries. The up-regulation of GFAP following CNS injury has long been recognized as a
central hallmark of astrogliosis, and the mechanisms regulating GFAP expression has been well characterized.
Depending on injury type and duration, astrocytes can take on various reactive subtypes. Though the overall
extent of reactivity does not dampen with aging, the kinetics of a maximal response does. Typically, reactivity is

Figure 7-The canonical JAK2/pSTAT3 pathway- Step 1) transcription factors gain access to promoters of the
genes for GFAP and other glial markers, as well as key components of the canonical astrogliogenic pathway, and
these proteins are expressed. Steps 2 and 3) Cytokines such as Interleukin-6 bind to their receptors thereby
triggering the canonical pathway. JAK, STAT, and Smad proteins undergo phosphorylation, activation, and
translocation to the nucleus, where they combine with p300/CBP to form a potent transcriptional complex. Steps
4 and 5) cytokines induce the expression of RARα, its binding to the Stat3-p300/CBP-Smad complex, and to
DNA. Retinoic acid activation of retinoic acid receptor α (RARα) may make this transcriptional complex more
active and thus further potentiate the expression of GFAP. Step 6) The robust increase in GFAP expression during
the perinatal period may be explained by the synergism between retinoic acid and cytokines. Reproduced with
permission from Herrera et al. (240)

Conclusion continued
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Typically, reactivity is characterized by morphological alterations such as the retraction of astrocytic endfeet- a
phenotype also accompanied by breakdown of the blood-brain barrier. Understanding how endfeet arrive at their
appositional vascular location, remain stable, and retract in disease could prove vital for mitigating
cerebrovascular abnormalities that arise throughout the lifespan. Additionally, determining if astrocyte endfoot
plasticity bears functional relevance to vascular physiology would further bolster this outcome.
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Chapter 3
Astrocyte plasticity ensures continued endfoot coverage of cerebral blood vessels and integrity of the
blood brain barrier, with plasticity declining with normal aging.
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Abstract
Astrocytes extend endfeet that enwrap the vasculature. Disruptions to this association in disease coincide with
breaches in blood-brain barrier (BBB) integrity, so we asked if the focal ablation of an astrocyte is sufficient to
disrupt the BBB. 2Phatal ablation of astrocytes induced a plasticity response whereby surrounding astrocytes
extended processes to cover vascular vacancies. This occurred prior to endfoot retraction in young mice yet
occurred with significant delay in aged animals. Laser-stimulating replacement astrocytes showed them to induce
constrictions in pre-capillary arterioles indicating that replacement astrocytes are functional. Inhibition of EGFR
and pSTAT3 significantly reduced astrocyte replacement post-ablation yet without perturbations to BBB
integrity. Identical endfoot replacement following astrocyte cell death due to reperfusion post-stroke supports the
conclusion that astrocyte plasticity ensures continual vascular coverage so as to retain the BBB. Together, these
studies uncover the ability of astrocytes to maintain cerebrovascular coverage via substitution from nearby cells
and may represent a novel therapeutic target for vessel recovery post-stroke.
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Introduction
Astrocytes serve essential roles in supporting normal brain physiology (1). This is made possible, in part,
by the extension of large, flattened processes, called endfeet, that wrap around blood vessels. Thought to cover
up to ~99% of the cerebrovascular surface (2), astrocytic endfeet, in conjunction with pericytes (3), help to
maintain expression of molecules that form the blood-brain barrier (BBB)- including endothelial tight junction,
enzymatic, and transporter proteins (4-6). Astrocytic endfeet also mediate neurovascular coupling, also known as
functional hyperemia, whereby local blood flow adjusts to local energy demand. Astrocytes sense changes in
neuronal activity via purinergic receptors that cause increases in [Ca2+]i, leading to the release of vasoactive
molecules onto pericytes at capillaries (7-8), or directly release vasoactive signals onto arterioles (9-12), leading
to change in vessel diameter.
Interestingly, a number of CNS diseases are marked by retraction or separation of astrocytic endfeet from
blood vessels- a phenotype often simultaneously presenting with vascular deficits such as altered blood-brain
barrier permeability or elevated CSF-to-serum albumin ratio, which is indicative of blood-brain barrier
breakdown. Examples include multiple sclerosis (13), major depressive disorder (14-16) ischemia (17-19), and
even normal biological aging (20-22). We previously demonstrated separation of endfeet from the vasculature
due to invading glioma cells (23) as well as due to amyloid accumulation on vessels (24). Both conditions resulted
in disruption to neurovascular coupling and, in the case of glioma, BBB breakdown. This raises the question of
whether astrocyte endfeet are required to maintain an intact BBB, or whether lost endfeet can be replaced by other
astrocytes as has been shown for pericytes (25). Moreover, since changes in astrocyte morphology and function
are known to occur with physiological changes of the organism- i.e. parturition, lactation, chronic dehydration,
starvation, voluntary exercise or sleep deprivation (26-29) – it is possible that astrocyte association with blood
vessels is equally dependent on the physiological context .
Given the multitude of conditions marked by regions of abnormal vasculature lacking endfoot coverage,
we were interested in determining whether replacement endfeet have functional relevance in maintaining blood68

brain barrier integrity and astrocyte-vascular coupling. Using multiphoton imaging through a cranial window, we
were able to induce single-cell apoptosis using the 2Phatal method (30) to question whether loss of endfeet on
blood vessels would be compensated for by neighboring cell(s). We find remarkable plasticity, discovering that
the ablation of single astrocytes reliably causes innervation by neighboring cells. In young animals, this happens
before the ablated cell completely retrieves its process; yet in 12-month-old animals, replacement occurs with a
significant 1-2h delay after the ablated cell has vacated the vessel. Endfoot replacement engages the
EGFR/STAT3 signaling pathway as pharmacological inhibition via AG490 injection impairs replacement. Once
in place, the replacement endfeet have the ability to vasoconstrict precapillary arterioles like normal astrocytes.
Despite recent evidence that global astrocyte loss results in impairments of the blood-brain barrier (31), we did
not find this to be the case even when replacement endfoot coverage was impaired by inhibition of EGFR and/or
STAT3 phosphorylation. Finally, we demonstrate using focal photothrombosis that astrocyte apoptosis following
reperfusion triggers a focal gliovascular plasticity response wherein astrocyte-vascular coverage is maintained.
Together, these results reveal a novel process in which astrocytes cover for neighboring cells to maintain vascular
coverage in an EGFR/pSTAT3-dependent manner.
Materials & Methods
In vivo multiphoton imaging through a cranial window
All surgeries were performed as described previously (19-20) with slight modifications. Following induction of
surgical plane anesthesia with 2-5% isofluorane, pre-operative analgesics and antibiotics were administered
intraperitoneally. Following this, the hair and skin of the skull was removed, and a 3x3 mm craniectomy anterior
to lambda and posterior to bregma was subsequently performed on one hemisphere. A durotomy was performed
next, followed by placement of a 3x3mm #1 cover glass that was then affixed and sealed with dental cement. All
mice were allowed to recover for 5-7 days before experiments commenced. For imaging, animals were placed on
a Kopf stereotax with heating pad. While imaging, animals were lightly anaesthetized (~100 beats per minute),
and their vitals constantly monitored. Cerebral vessels were visualized by retro-orbital injection of 70kDa
TRITC, 3kDa TRITC, and/or 967 Da Cadaverine Alexa Fluor 555. A Chameleon Vision II(Coherent) laser tuned
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to 870nm was used to excite all dyes. Optical sections were acquired using a four-channel Olympus FV1000MPE
multiphoton laser scanning fluorescence microscope equipped with a XLPLN25X/1.05 NA water-immersion
objective (Olympus). Z projections were created using FIJI(NIH) and NIS-Elements(Nikon).
2Phatal Ablation
To induce single-cell apoptosis in astrocytes, Hoechst 33342 (ThermoFisher catalogue number H5370) was
applied topically (0.04 mg ml-1 diluted in PBS) to the durotomized cortex of Aldh1l1-eGFP mice for 10 minutes
and washed thoroughly with cold 1XPBS. To ablate, an 8x8 µm square ROI was placed over dual eGFP Hoechst
positive astrocyte nuclei whose soma was either on the vessel or that had endfeet contacting the vasculature. Pixel
dwell time was set to 100 µs/pixel, laser wavelength was set to 775 nm and photobleaching was achieved by
scanning for a duration of 20 s. A Newport Model 1919-R power meter with a silicone based OD3 photodetector
attached was used to determine power at the objective for all ablation experiments, and a range of 2.33 mW to
53.4 mW was used for all experiments, where power increased with increasing depth and/or decreasing Hoechst
intensity measured in the activation ROI. eGFP was visualized by setting laser wavelength to 870 nm.
Quantification of astrocyte morphometrics
To determine the number of astrocytes extending processes to innervate vascular vacancies, NIS elements
was used to compare the baseline z-stack to z-stacks from time points following complete removal of ablated
astrocytes. Specifically, ablated astrocytes and the optical section(s) their soma occupied was denoted in the
baseline image. The surrounding vascular landmarks and astrocytes that weren’t ablated could therefore serve as
fiduciary landmarks when evaluating that same field post-ablation. Any astrocyte at post-ablation timepoints that
appeared to extend processes and innervate a vascular vacancy was identified in the baseline image, again using
1) the surrounding vascular profile, 2) astrocytes that were not ablated, and 3) z location of the astrocyte in
question relative to the ablated astrocyte. If, at baseline, the replacement astrocyte in question did not appear to
have processes interacting with the vasculature, even upon dramatically increasing the look up table, it was
considered a replacement astrocyte. The total numbers of cells fulfilling these criteria were reported as the total
number of replacement cells.
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For analysis of replacement kinetics, only astrocytes extending clear processes to the vascular interface
were chosen for ablation. Longitudinal imaging was performed following astrocyte ablation. Specifically, images
were acquired twice per day to determine if the abated astrocyte’s soma has begun to swell, indicative that it
would undergo phagocytosis within the next 24 hours. Once identified, z stacks were captured every 5 minutes
until the time point of first seeing a process from a replacement astrocyte occupy the vacant vascular territory or
identifying the time of fluorescence fading in the process of the ablated astrocyte. To quantify the number of
minutes to endfoot replacement in 4-month and 12-month-old mice, the time of fluorescence fading in the process
of the ablated astrocyte was considered time point zero. From there, the number of minutes until observing a
process from a replacement astrocyte occupy the vascular territory of the ablated was then determined from the
captured z-stacks. If the replacement process made contact with the vessel prior to time point zero, this was
reported as negative minutes. If the replacement process made contact with the vessel after time point zero, this
was reported as positive minutes.
For eGFP volumetric analysis in AG490 studies, images were opened in NIS elements volume viewer and
underwent background subtraction using the rolling ball radius feature. A median filter and binary threshold
were subsequently applied and eGFP volume recorded. The same number of optical sections were used for time
points being directly compared. To ensure that the region of astrocyte ablation was compared pre- and postablation, the rotating rectangle feature was used. This allows for area selection in an image without changing the
underlying metadata. An ROI of the same size was applied to images of time points being compared. so that it
could be used as size reference for the rotating rectangle.
Quantification of BBB leakage- Prior to astrocyte ablation (time point 1), a 30-µL bolus of 100mg/ml 3kDa
TRITC (D3307 Invitrogen) was retro-orbitally injected, and a timer started at the moment of injection. The
mouse was moved immediately to the stereotax under the microscope, and a z stack was captured. The times at
the start of image capture and end of image capture were recorded to enable proper comparison at all subsequent
time points. This process was repeated at the moment of fluorescence fading in the process at the vascular
interface (time point 2) and the same imaging parameters used as that of the baseline image. FIJI (ImageJ) was
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used to create sum intensity projections and the same number of optical sections was used for all time points,
where optical sections in which the ablated astrocyte was covering the vasculature were selected. Background
subtraction was performed using the rolling ball radius feature, and an average fluorescent value was measured
at the location of endfoot coverage at both time points. For the induction of vessel injury as a positive
control, 870nm line scans at a laser power of 50 to 85mW were applied across the vessel wall for 90 to 120
seconds. As in prior BBB measurements, a z stack was captured at the same time after retro-orbital injection of
3kDa TRITC, and the average intensity just beside the damaged vessel was compared at both time points, pre- to
post-vessel injury.
In vivo replacement astrocyte induced-precapillary arteriole constriction- To determine if replacement
astrocytes can vasoregulate precapillary arterioles, Aldh1l1cre x GCaMP5G mice received a cranial window
following the methodology described above. The first branching capillary segment from Alexa 633 hydrazide
positive penetrating arterioles was selected for imaging if the soma of astrocytes making contact with the
precapillary arterioles were on a focal plane similar to the vessel. Using a four-channel Olympus FV1000MPE
multiphoton laser scanning fluorescence microscope equipped with a XLPLN25X/1.05 NA water-immersion
objective (Olympus), single-plane images of 1024x800 pixels were obtained every 3 seconds. Astrocytes were
targeted for laser irradiation by selecting a focal plane where the soma and associated precapillary arteriole were
visible. Astrocyte stimulation was achieved using a 4µm2 circular region of interest centered within the astrocyte
soma for 800 milliseconds at 7-10x imaging power levels. A two-minute measurement was recorded before and
after astrocyte activation. Vessel diameter was measured as the cross-section of the vessel using FIJI (ImageJ)
software. Motion correction in videos was performed using the Intravital Microscopy Toolbox ImageJ macro
developed by Soulet et al (32).
Rose Bengal Photothrombosis- To focally and transiently induce Rose Bengal intravascular clot formation,
Aldh1l1-eGFP mice were retro-orbitally injected with Alexa 633 hydrazide and penetrating arterioles identified
prior to the beginning of the experiment. Rose Bengal was then retro-orbitally injected, and all mice <20g received
a 25µL injection whereas mice >20g received a 50µL injection. Mice were then transferred to the multiphoton as
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soon as possible and a square ROI was placed over a penetrating arteriole. The dimensions of the ROI were based
upon the dimensions of the penetrating vessel, and imaging was conducted 90µms from the surface of the brain.
Imaging duration was set to two minutes and wavelength set to 870nm. Laser power was set between 50-90 mW,
with power determined on the average intensity of Rose Bengal at the beginning of the experiment. If only part
of the vessel was occluded at the end of two minutes, the vessel would be imaged in laser scanning mode for until
dye nucleation was complete. In all instances, this was not longer than two minutes. Upon successful intravascular
clot formation, a z-stack was captured to visualize the clot, and then the animal was placed back in its home cage.
The animal was then subsequently imaged one hour later to confirm that the clot had cleared. All instances of
reported endfoot replacement come from depths below the plane of dye nucleation.
Drug Treatment-AG490 at 10mg/kg in 40%DMSO/PBS was subcutaneously injected daily for initial studies
comparing percent increase in eGFP volume at day post ablation 5 relative to baseline (Figure 6). This dosage
was increased to 3x/day for studies aiming to prolong the time a vessel region remained vacant post-ablation
(Supplementary Figure 4).
Statistics- GraphPad Prism software was used to perform all statistical analyses. Details for every statistical test
are reported in the figure legends. Every parametric test used was validated by first performing tests of normality
on the dataset once outliers were removed. Parametric tests were further selected based on datasets
having equivalent or different standard deviations, where a difference of <1.5 was counted as being equal.
Results
Focal ablation of single astrocytes does not breach the blood-brain barrier but induces an astrocyte endfoot
replacement response
Given our previous finding of compromised blood-brain barrier (BBB) integrity in regions of focal
endfoot separation due to invading glioma cells, we questioned if the focal ablation of a single astrocyte is
sufficient to induce breaches in blood-brain barrier integrity. To do so, we implanted cranial windows in mice
and adopted the 2Phatal ablation method developed by Hill et al (30). This technique employs the focal
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illumination properties of a femtosecond-pulsed laser to activate the nucleic-acid binding Hoechst dye (Figure
1a), triggering apoptosis. Given the ability to induce single-cell apoptosis, we were able to image astrocytes in
Aldh1l1-eGFP mice up to and beyond removal of their corpse, which included the retraction of their endfeet
(Figure 1b). We also employed Alexa Fluor 633 hydrazide (Supplementary figure 1a-b) to selectively label
arterioles (33) so as to avoid perturbations to pericyte physiology, which are known to play a role in BBB integrity
and vasodilation of capillaries. Comparing the extravasation of retro-orbitally injected 3kDa TRITC at the time
of endfoot retraction to baseline revealed no apparent difference in BBB permeability (Figure 1c-e). 3kDa TRITC
was chosen because initial attempts to use the ~1kDa Cadaverine revealed that at baseline, this dye extravasates
and is taken up by astrocytes (Supplementary Figure 2a). Positive control experiments utilizing direct laser
irradiation of the vasculature demonstrated that we were able to detect leakage of 3kDa TRITC from the
vasculature (Supplementary Figure 2c-g). At the initial stages of astrocyte endfoot retraction, we observed
nearby neighboring astrocytes extended processes to the soon-to-be vacancy left by the ablated astrocyte (Figure
1e).
Given that astrocyte endfeet have been reported to cover up to 99% of the entire cerebrovascular surface
(34), we then asked if this process occurred at all levels of the vascular tree. To answer this, Alexa Fluor 633
hydrazide was again employed to specifically label arterioles, and Alexa 633 negative vessels larger than 10µm
were identified as venules. All vessels smaller than 10µm were identified as capillaries (Supplementary Figure
1). 2Phatal ablation of astrocytes revealed that the replacement of endfeet also occurred at capillaries (Figure 1gi) and venules (Figure 1k-n). (Figure 1). Taken together, these data suggest that focal loss of single astrocytes is
sufficient to induce an endfoot replacement response from nearby surrounding astrocytes, regardless of vessel
type.
Replacement endfeet can vasoconstrict precapillary arterioles
Astrocytes have been reported to mediate neurovascular coupling at precapillary arterioles (8).
Furthermore, laser-activation of astrocytes has been shown to be a convenient way to probe their contribution to
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vascular physiology, as it induces a focal rise in intracellular calcium which subsequently leads to the release of
vasoactive molecules (35). In order to determine if replacement endfeet have the machinery to perform
neurovascular coupling, and thus cause changes in blood vessel diameter, we ablated astrocytes in Aldh1l1-cre x
GCaMP5G mice occupying vascular territories on precapillary arterioles. We then laser-activated astrocytes that
extended processes to the vacant vascular locations. We consistently observed the laser stimulation triggering an
increase in intracellular calcium, immediately followed by a decrease in vessel diameter (Fig. 2e, i, j and
Supplementary video 1). Compared to original astrocytes, the induced constriction by replacement astrocytes
occurred with a similar kinetic profile (Fig 2m-n). A higher change in laser-induced original astrocyte
intracellular calcium correlated with a higher magnitude of vessel constriction (Fig. 2k, m and Supplementary
video 2). These data suggest that replacement astrocytes are capable of assuming the original astrocyte’s role in
glio-vascular coupling, or at a minimum have the ability to release vasoactive molecules, regardless of their
existing relationship with a blood vessel.
Endfoot replacement slows with aging
Studies in humans (36), rodents (37-39), and primates (40) indicate that astrocytic morphology in aged
astrocytes differs markedly from young astrocytes, and other reports have shown that endfeet actually retract later
in life (20). We therefore asked how aging would impact focal endfoot replacement. First, we wanted to confirm
that this process remained intact at all levels of the vascular tree, consistent with the observations in young mice.
2Phatal ablation of astrocytes at arterioles, venules, and capillaries revealed that this was indeed the case (Figure
3a-f). To determine if aging impacted the fidelity of replacement, we quantified the number of cells extending or
growing new processes to the vacant vascular region at each vessel type and found no difference between age
groups (Figure 3g-i).
A recent study documented a not only enhanced, but more importantly, prolonged astrogliosis response
in aged mice following TBI (41). This ultimately suggest that aging would impact the velocity of an astrocyte
response, rather than the extent of it. We therefore next sought to determine if the kinetics of replacement
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significantly slowed with aging. Engaging in long-term repetitive in-vivo imaging revealed that this was indeed
the case. 2–4-month-old mice on average had an endfoot replacement event 17 minutes prior to endfoot retraction
of the ablated cell (Figure 4a-b).In contrast, however, this process was significantly slowed in aged mice to an
average replacement time of 112 minutes after endfoot retraction of the ablated cell (Figure 4c-d, analysis in
Figure 4f). Finally, given that aged animals had vascular vacancies unoccupied for roughly two hours following
endfoot retraction of the previously ablated astrocyte, we again aimed to determine if 3kDa TRITC would
extravasate at this location. Results revealed this to not be the case (Supplementary Figure 3), which suggests
that vascular vacancies unoccupied by astrocytes for this duration of time are not sufficient to disrupt BBB
integrity.
Pharmacological inhibition of STAT3 phosphorylation via subcutaneous injection of AG490 significantly
impairs the endfoot plasticity response
When first questioning which signaling pathways might underlie gliovascular structural plasticity, we
noted that the phenotype observed in Figure 1 at venules and capillaries appeared markedly like reactive
astrogliosis. This suggested that molecules previously shown to be mediators of gliosis would be valid candidates
to explore. The phosphorylation of the signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (pSTAT3) molecule by
janus kinase 2 (JAK2) has long been known to underlie astrogliosis, as its pharmacological and/or genetic
inhibition results in a significantly dampened gliotic response. This is evidenced by a significant reduction in glial
fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), which is considered to be a marker of reactive astrogliosis (42-43). To test the
hypothesis that pSTAT3 is necessary for focal endfoot replacement, we subcutaneously injected the JAK2
inhibitor AG490 over a seven-day period (Figure 5A). Comparing the volume of eGFP signal in astrocyte
processes post-ablation in AG490 to vehicle-injected control animals revealed a significantly attenuated response
(Figure 5b-f), suggesting that pSTAT3 is indeed a necessary arbiter of the focal endfoot replacement response.
We further wanted to assess if any perturbations in BBB integrity ensued at a penetrating arteriole after an
attenuated plasticity response , and as our previous results would suggest, this was not the case (Figure 5g-h).
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Given that we only attenuated an overall increase in astrocyte volume following one dosage per day of
AG490, we wanted to determine how BBB integrity might be impacted if we significantly reduced overall
astrocyte volume at arterioles post-ablation when increasing AG490 dosage to three times per day. Results
revealed that, though we were able to significantly reduce the gliovascular structural plasticity response, we were
not able to completely abolish it. Furthermore, even in locations along penetrating arterioles that were severely
stripped of endfoot coverage, the BBB remained intact (Supplementary Figure 4b-e). Taken together, these
results suggest that a significant loss of endfoot coverage is not sufficient to disrupt BBB integrity.
2Phatal as a model of focal endfoot replacement following astrocyte loss post- transient photothrombotic
stroke
We initially turned to 2Phatal to model a loss of endfoot coverage on the underlying vasculature based off
what had we had previously characterized in two disease conditions (23-24). 2Phatal, however, results in complete
loss of an astrocyte cell body and associated processes rather than just an endfoot; we therefore wanted to
determine if 2Phatal might more closely model other disease conditions. Given that 2Phatal presumably triggers
apoptosis through ROS-induced DNA damage (30), we searched for reports on any disease conditions marked
by astrocyte cell death at the vascular interface due to ROS-induced DNA damage. Ischemia-reperfusion is a
condition whereby blood-flow is restored to a vessel following an ischemic insult due to vessel occlusion, and
astrocytes have been reported to be just as sensitive as neurons to reperfusion-induced apoptosis following
restoration of blood flow (44).
We therefore set out to model this condition in vivo by utilizing the Rose Bengal photothrombosis stroke
model. Rose Bengal is a light-sensitive dye that, upon encountering a green laser, undergoes nucleation and forms
a clot. Successful clot formation can be visualized by a dark area forming in the vessel, indicative of red blood
cell accumulation, and intense fluorescence due to dye accumulation above that dark mass (Figure 6d-f) (45).
Critically, this method allowed us to focally occlude penetrating arterioles and thereby examine if a structural
plasticity response would occur following focal loss of astrocyte-vascular coverage. In all instances of successful
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vessel occlusion, reperfusion occurred within 1 hour (data not shown), making this more akin to a transient
ischemic attack rather than a stroke. We subsequently looked in regions below the plane of dye nucleation for
signs of astrocyte cell death at the vascular interface. Cell death was indeed observed, and in the days following,
surrounding astrocytes reached out to that vacant vascular location (Figure 6g-I, compare to baseline images in
Figure 6a-c). This data suggests that the 2Phatal ablation of astrocytes at vascular interfaces could potentially be
thought of as a model for focal loss of endfoot coverage due to reperfusion-induced apoptosis. Given that stroke
does lead to neural injury and subsequent astrogliosis, these data further support the notion that gliovascular
plasticity is a focal gliosis response aimed at ensuring continual vascular coverage by astrocytes.
Discussion
Previous studies suggest that a number of nervous system insults and diseases present with impaired
gliovascular interactions and even BBB disruption. Here we set out to determine if focal ablation of single
astrocytes is sufficient to compromise BBB integrity focally. We had previously shown that focal endfoot
separation due to invading glioma cells resulted in extravasation of various molecular weight dextran dyes and
significant losses in tight junction proteins zonula-occludens-1 and Claudin 5 (23). By employing the 2Phatal
ablation technique to induce single-cell apoptosis, we found that focal loss of an astrocyte did not compromise
blood-brain barrier integrity (Figure 1e-f), but instead reliably induced a plastic response whereby surrounding
astrocytes reach out their processes to fill the vascular vacancy left by the ablated astrocyte (Figure 1e).
Moreover, the BBB remained intact in conditions where the vasculature was vacant for prolonged periods of time
(Supplementary Figure 3c) or was almost entirely stripped of endfoot coverage (Supplementary Figure 4).
These results are interesting given a recent study (31) demonstrating the necessity of astrocytes in
maintaining BBB integrity. These prior findings were obtained using a sparser and more permanent astrocyte
ablation and relied on extravasation of ~1kDa Cadaverine as a marker for BBB disruption. Unfortunately, in our
studies we found this dye flawed in its ability to discriminate between normal and abnormal BBB function, since
we observed baseline leakage in control mice. (Supplementary Figure 2a). Another recent study (46) that used
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albumin, a reliable extravasation marker, showed that an astrocyte-specific connexin-30 and -43 double knockout
resulted in both swollen astrocytic endfeet and impaired BBB integrity. However, this was most prevalent in deep
brain structures such as the striatum and basal ganglia rather than cortical regions, which is very similar to what
was demonstrated upon deletion of astrocyte-specific laminins (47). Note that care must be taken to account for
changes in pericyte support, given that pericyte-deficient mouse models have been shown to alter astrocyte
properties (48); therefore, loss of astrocytes may have affected pericyte coverage and thus indirectly altered BBB
integrity. To avoid a confounding contribution of pericyte dysfunction to BBB integrity, we exclusively studied
penetrating arterioles where pericytes are absent.
While it is conceivable that the role of astrocytes in maintaining BBB integrity may be region-specific,
which aligns with evidence supporting astrocyte functional heterogeneity in the brain (49), we believe that our
data points to the rapid plasticity or repair response by neighboring astrocytes as the primary reason that vessel
function and BBB integrity are unaffected by the loss of a single or few astrocytes. This is in excellent agreement
with a recent study that focally ablated pericytes, which similarly did not damage BBB integrity- but did result in
a comparable plasticity response (25). Yet, global pericyte-deficient mouse models have been clearly shown to
perturb the BBB (48). Unlike focal pericyte ablation, which resulted in an absence of pericyte-capillary coverage
for days, focal ablation of astrocytes in our hands only results in a lapse of endfoot coverage for minutes to hours.
Indeed, we were surprised to find that the reinnervation of the blood vessel by replacement astrocytes typically
preceded complete retraction of the lesioned cell by a few minutes. Given that the half-life for the tight junction
protein ZO-1 is 5.2 hours in MDCK cells (50), and 90 minutes for claudin-5 (51), it is likely that we were unable
to strip a vessel of endfoot contact long enough to breach the barrier, assuming focal ablation is sufficient to do
so. It is further possible that the pharmacological inhibition of STAT3 prevented BBB breakdown following
astrocyte ablation, as other studies have documented restoration of BBB integrity following prevention of STAT3
activation via inhibition of JAK (52). Future studies focally ablating astrocytes should aim to do so in conditions
where the replacement of endfeet is either stalled for longer periods or completely abolished. Alternatively, such
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studies may find- as was the case in focal pericyte ablation studies- that a more permanent focal ablation of
astrocytes is not sufficient to perturb BBB integrity.
Beyond the BBB, we also built off a previous study that documented endfoot plasticity (53) and further
determined that it occurs at all levels of the vascular tree (Figure 1g-n). Furthermore, this process begins even
prior to the ablated astrocyte having its corpse entirely removed in young mice, whereas aging significantly slows
down the swift kinetics of replacement (Figure 4c-f). These results are interesting given our observations of
endfoot plasticity following transient ischemic attack (TIA) (Figure 6). It is known that the probability of stroke
occurrence following TIA increases with aging (54), and presumably any reduction of or lapse in endfoot
coverage could affect vessel recovery following ischemic onset- potentially contributing to this increased stroke
probability.
Finally, inhibiting the phosphorylation of STAT3 by JAK2 via AG490 injection revealed pSTAT3 to be
an essential regulator of the focal endfoot plasticity response. Though many studies have documented AG490
inhibition of JAK2-mediated phosphorylation of STAT3 (42, 55-56), AG490 also inhibits the epidermal growth
factor receptor (EGFR). Given that pharmacological inhibition of EGFR with the specific inhibitor PD168393
also attenuated reactive astrogliosis following spinal cord injury (57), these results point to focal endfoot
replacement response as being dependent on genes classically associated with astrogliosis (58).
Taken together, this is the first study to characterize gliovascular structural plasticity at all levels of the
vascular tree, its physiological relevance to blood flow and the BBB, and its alterations in aging. These findings
add to the burgeoning literature regarding the complexities of basic astrocyte biology and the role of the astrocytes
in supporting the cerebrovasculature.
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Figure 1-The focal ablation of an astrocyte induces a gliovascular structural plasticity response at all levels
of the vascular tree- To determine if the focal ablation of an astrocyte is sufficient to induce breaches in bloodbrain barrier integrity, we utilized the in vivo single-cell 2Phatal cellular ablation method. In all images, asterisks
indicate the ablated astrocyte(s) and arrows demarcate replacement processes. a) Cartoon diagram depicting the
experimental approach, including the bath application of Hoechst at the time of surgery and prior to cranial
window implantation. By using low laser-power to activate Hoechst, we could b) visualize astrocytes in Aldh1l1eGFP mice up to and beyond removal of their cell body and associated processes, scale bar = 15 µm. c) Volumetric
reconstruction of an astrocyte at a penetrating arteriole on day post-ablation 0 (dpa0), with d) maximum intensity
projection of the same field, scale bar = 10 µm, and e) maximum intensity projection at dpa5 showing no apparent
disruption to blood-brain barrier integrity. Instead, an astrocyte polarizing a process to the vacant vascular location
can be seen, scale bar = 10 µm. f) Average intensity quantification of 3kDa TRITC extravasation at baseline
relative to the moment of endfoot retraction. n = 6 vessels across 3 mice, two-tailed paired end t-test, p < 0.1100.
g) and h) Maximum intensity projection of astrocytes surrounding capillaries at dpa0 (top) and dpa10 (bottom),
scale bar = 15 µm. i) Volumetric reconstruction at dpa0 of capillary field showing both dorsal (top) and
dorsolateral (bottom) views compared to j) at dpa10. The arrow indicates replacement processes from neighboring
astrocytes. Representative image for n=40 astrocytes/4 mice k) and l) Maximum intensity projection of an
ascending venule at dpa0 (top) and dpa5 (bottom). Arrows represent replacement processes from neighboring
astrocytes, scale bar = 20 µm. m) Volumetric reconstruction showing dorsal view at dpa0 (top) and dpa5 (bottom).
n) Same image from the dorsolateral view at dpa0 (top) and dpa5 (bottom). Representative image for n=40
astrocytes/7 mice.
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Figure 2-Replacement endfeet vasoconstrict precapillary arterioles- To determine if replacement endfeet can
vasoconstrict precapillary arterioles, we 2Phatal ablated astrocytes in Aldh1l1cre x GCaMP5G mice, targeting
astrocytes contacting the first branching capillary segment from an Alexa-633 hydrazide positive penetrating
arteriole. a) Cartoon depicting experimental paradigm. Upon 2Phatal ablation, astrocytes undergo microglial
engulfment, and a new astrocyte subsequently extends processes to reinnervate the vascular vacancy.
Replacement astrocytes underwent two minutes of imaging to assess baseline vessel diameter and calcium levels,
were then laser-activated, and another two minutes of imaging ensued. b) Left-side image is a volumetric
reconstruction showing a dorsal view of the field of interest at baseline. The right-side image shows that same
field at dpa10. Annotation is as follows: asterisks indicate ablated astrocytes, arrows indicate replacement
astrocyte processes, and arrow-heads indicate replacement astrocyte to-be. c) and d) Volumetric reconstruction
depicting a field of interest, with the arrow-head indicating astrocyte chosen for laser-activation, from c) a dorsal
view and d) a dorsolateral view of the replacement astrocyte. e) Single-optical section of the replacement astrocyte
field at baseline, as depicted in b and d. f) Single-optical section of the original astrocyte field at baseline, as
depicted in c. g) Single-optical section showing the original astrocyte and pre-capillary arteriole at the time of
laser-activation, followed by h) a single-optical section showing return to baseline. i) Single-optical section
showing the replacement astrocyte and pre-capillary arteriole at time of laser-activation. The precapillary arteriole
constricts soon after astrocyte activation. j) Single-optical section showing return to baseline. k) Quantification
of change in fluorescence over baseline fluorescence (Δf/f) for the duration of the experiment in astrocytes
originally occupying an appositional vascular location. l) Quantification of change in diameter over baseline
diameter (Δ diameter) for the duration of the experiment in astrocytes originally occupying an appositional
vascular location. m) Quantification of change in fluorescence over baseline fluorescence (Δf/f) for the duration
of the experiment in replacement astrocytes. n) Quantification of change in diameter over baseline diameter (Δ
diameter) for the duration of the experiment in replacement astrocytes. n=5 astrocytes over 3 mice for both groups.
Scale bars=20 µm
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Figure 3-Gliovascular structural plasticity remains intact at levels of the vascular tree in aging- In order to
determine if gliovascular structural plasticity remained intact in aging, we ablated astrocytes in 12-month-old
Aldh1l1-eGFP mice making contact with Alexa 633 hydrazide positive penetrating arterioles, capillaries, and
venules. We further compared the extent of replacement in old versus young mice as well. In all images, asterisks
indicate the ablated astrocyte(s) and arrows demarcate replacement processes. a) and b) Volumetric
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reconstruction showing astrocyte associations with a penetrating arteriole at dpa0 (left) and dpa6 (right), from a)
a dorsal perspective and b) a dorsolateral perspective. Scale bar=25 µm. c) and d) Volumetric reconstruction
showing the astrocytes and their association with a capillary at dpa0 (left) and dpa6 (right) from c) a dorsal view
and d) a dorsolateral view. Scale bar=10 µm. e) and f) Volumetric reconstruction showing an ascending venule
and astrocyte interactions with it at dpa0 (left) and dpa7 (right), from e) a dorsal view and f) a dorsolateral view.
Scale bar=20 µm g) Average number of replacement astrocytes (the number of cells polarizing processes to
vascular vacancies) in 4- versus 12-month-old mice at arterioles, Two-tailed Mann-Whitney test, p=0.9465,
n=40cells/7 mice for 4-month data, n=40cells/6 mice for 12-month data. h) Average number of replacement
astrocytes in 4-versus 12-month-old mice at capillaries, Two-tailed Mann Whitney test, p=0.6853, n=40 cells/4
mice for both 4- and 12-month-old mice. i) Average number of replacement astrocytes in 4-versus 12-month-old
mice at venules, Two-tailed Mann Whitney test, p=0.3060, n=40 cells/7 mice for 4-month-old data, n=40cells/5
mice for 12-month-old data.
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Figure 4-Aging significantly attenuates the kinetics of the gliovascular structural plasticity response- In
order to determine if the kinetics of endfoot replacement significantly slowed as a result of aging, we ablated
astrocytes at penetrating arterioles and acquired continual z-stacks to capture the exact time of endfoot
replacement. White boxes indicate ablated astrocyte and arrows demarcate replacement processes (as in a and b)
or lack thereof (as in c and d). a) and b) Volumetric reconstruction showing the penetrating arteriole in a 4-monthold mouse at baseline (left) and the exact moment of endfoot retraction (right), from a) a dorsal view and b)
dorsolateral view of the same field. Scale bar=25 µm. c) and d) Volumetric reconstruction showing a penetrating
arteriole in a 12-month-old mouse at baseline (left) and the near exact moment of endfoot retraction (right), in c)
the dorsal view and d) the dorsolateral view. Scale bar=10 µm e) Schematic illustrating methodology to quantify
the number of minutes to endfoot replacement. Right-side images in a-d represent time point zero, or the moment
of endfoot retraction. Subsequent images were analyzed to determine the number of minutes until a process
occupied an appositional vascular location, as depicted in right-side images of a and b. f) Average number of
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minutes to endfoot replacement in 4- versus 12-month-old mice. n=6 cells/4 mice for both age groups, Two-tailed,
unpaired t-test, p<0.0371.
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Figure 5-The pharmacological inhibition of EGFR/pSTAT3 significantly reduces the volumes of
replacement astrocytes post-ablation-In order to determine if EGFR and pSTAT3 is necessary for gliovascular
structural plasticity, we subcutaneously injected AG490. In all images, asterisks indicate ablated astrocyte(s) and
arrows demarcate replacement processes, or lack thereof. a) Schematic illustrating the experimental timeline. b)
and c) Volumetric reconstructions showing the dorsal view (left) and dorsolateral view (right) of astrocytes and
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their interactions with a penetrating arteriole in AG490-injected mice at b) dpa0 and c) dpa5. Scale bar=20 µm d)
and e) Volumetric reconstructions showing the dorsal view (left) and dorsolateral view (right) of astrocytes
interacting with a penetrating arteriole in DMSO vehicle-injected control mice at d) dpa0 and e) dpa5. Scale
bar=20 µm. f) Bar graph comparing percent increase in eGFP volume at dpa5 relative to baseline in AG490injected mice relative to DMSO-injected control, n=19 penetrating arterioles/4 mice, Two-tailed Mann-Whitney
test, p=0.0497. g) Bar graph comparing the average intensity of 3kDa TRITC extravasation pre-ablation versus
post-ablation, n=20 penetrating arterioles/4 mice, Two-tailed Wilcoxin matched pairs signed-rank test, p=0.6215.
h) DMSO vehicle-injected control group, n=16 penetrating arteriole/4 mice, Two-tailed Wilcoxin matched pairs
signed-rank test, p=0.1167.

Figure 6-Gliovascular structural plasticity occurs following reperfusion post-focal photothrombotic
stroke- In order to determine if gliovascular structural plasticity occurs following loss of astrocyte-vascular
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coverage due to CNS insult, we turned to the Rose Bengal focal photothrombotic stroke method. Arrows in all
images demarcate astrocyte processes either at baseline (as in a, b, c, and f) or replacement processes six days
following reperfusion from focal-stroke (as in h-i). a) through c) Volumetric reconstruction showing a penetrating
arteriole at baseline from a) dorsal view, b) a ventral view, and c) a ventrolateral view. d) Single optical section
showing a penetrating arteriole following Rose Bengal injection (top) and immediately after laser-induced dye
nucleation (bottom). e) and f) Volumetric reconstruction showing a penetrating arteriole immediately after Rose
Bengal laser-induced dye nucleation from e) a dorsal view and f) a lateral view of that same field showing the
penetrating arteriole after Rose Bengal injection (top) and (bottom) immediately after dye nucleation. The arrow
in the bottom image demarcates where RBC buildup has occurred. g) Volumetric reconstruction showing a dorsal
view of the previously occluded vessel six days later. Note that reperfusion occurred within the hour following
Rose Bengal dye nucleation (data not shown) h) Volumetric reconstruction of the same field but from a ventral
view and i) ventrolateral view. n=5 arterioles/5 mice. Scale bar in a-i=20 µm
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Supplementary Figure 1-Alexa 633 hydrazide positively selects for arterioles- In order to determine which
vessel type we were ablating astrocytes at, we employed the use of Alexa 633 hydrazide to: positively select for
arterioles and penetrating arterioles; size exclusion; and negative selection of venules, ascending venules, and
capillaries (<10 µm). Volumetric reconstruction showing a) a dorsal view of all zones of the vascular tree and
b) a dorsolateral view of the same field. Scale bar=25 µm. A- arteriole, DA- descending arteriole, V- venule,
AV- ascending venule, C- capillary.
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Supplementary Figure 2-Extravasation of 3kDa TRITC can be reliably detected in vivo- To measure
breaches in BBB integrity, we employed the use of small molecular weight dyes and determined through laserinduced vessel injury that they can be reliably detected in vivo. a) Maximum intensity projections showing
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cadaverine extravasation at baseline in Aldh1l1-eGFP mice (left, middle, and right). b) Maximum intensity
projections showing that 3kDa TRITC does not extravasate at baseline in Aldh1l1-eGFP mice (left, middle, and
right). Scale bar in a-b=20 µm c) Maximum intensity projections showing a penetrating arteriole at baseline
without apparent 3kDa TRITC extravasation relative as opposed to d) obvious 3kDa TRITC dye extravasation
following vessel injury. The white line indicates where the laser scanned across the vessel lumen, and the white
box indicates where measurements were taken. Scale bar in c and d=20 µm. e) Comparison of the average intensity
of 3kDa TRITC extravasation pre-vessel injury relative to post-injury. n=5 arterioles/3mice, Two-tailed paired ttest, p<0.0021. f-g) Volumetric reconstructions showing a dorsolateral view of the same images displayed in c
and d.
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Supplementary Figure 3-Blood-brain barrier integrity is not compromised in 12-month-old mice a)
Maximum intensity projection showing an Alexa-633 hydrazide positive arteriole in a 12-month-old Aldh1l1EGFP mouse. White square indicates a penetrating portion of a branch from that arteriole, shown b) at a higher
magnification at baseline, and c) at the same magnification at the exact moment of endfoot retraction on dpa7.
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Scale bar in b and c = 10 µm. d) Comparison of the average intensity of 3kDa TRITC at baseline, prior to astrocyte
ablation, relative to post-ablation. n=6 arterioles/3mice, Two-tailed paired t-test, p<0.3785.
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Supplementary Figure 4-Significant reductions in astrocyte volume at penetrating arterioles post-ablation
is sufficient to maintain BBB integrity- In order to determine how BBB integrity would be impacted following
a significant reduction in endfoot coverage post-astrocyte ablation, we adopted the experimental timeline outlined
in a). Following cranial window implantation, mice received 3 doses of AG490 daily beginning at day five postoperation. This injection continued through post-operation day 13. After ablating astrocytes on day seven postoperation, follow-up imaging would occur to assess endfoot plasticity volume for three days (days four to six
post-ablation). b) Volumetric reconstruction at baseline depicting a dorsolateral view of the astrocyte-vascular
landscape (top) or just vascular landscape (bottom) in AG490-injected mice. c) Same field as b, but day 4 postablation, and d) at day 6 post-ablation. Arrow-head indicates a reference astrocyte. Asterisks indicate ablated
astrocytes. Scale bar in b-d= 20 µm. e) Volumetric reconstruction at baseline depicting a dorsolateral view of the
astrocyte-vascular landscape (top) or just vascular landscape (bottom) in DMSO control-injected mice. Asterisk
indicates the ablated astrocyte. f) Same field as e, but at day 4 post-ablation, and g) at day 6 post-ablation. h)
Quantification of the percent change in astrocyte volume at dpa6 relative to dpa0 along arteriole locations where
astrocytes were ablated. n=6 arterioles over 3 mice. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p< 0.0213. i) Average intensity of
3kDa TRITC dye extravasation along arteriole locations where astrocytes were ablated at dpa6, relative to
baseline in AG490-injected mice. n=6 arterioles/3 mice. Two-tailed paired t-test. P<0.4104. j) Average intensity
of 3kDa TRITC dye extravasation along arteriole locations where astrocytes were ablated at dpa6, relative to
baseline in DMSO-injected control mice. n=6 arterioles/3 mice. Two-tailed paired t-test. p< 0.5861. White boxes
in b-e represent locations of ROI placement for BBB measurements. Scale bar in e-g=10 µm.
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Chapter 4
Summary and Conclusion
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Summary and Future Direction
Astrocytes extend processes called endfeet that intimately associate with nearly all ~400 miles of
cerebrovasculature (1-2). Decades of research suggested this was necessary to ensure maintenance of blood-brain
barrier integrity (3-7), and work from our lab further characterized disruption of astrocyte-vascular contact
coinciding with blood-brain barrier deficits in a glioma model(8). Given that we had also characterized impaired
gliovascular interactions in a vascular amyloidosis model (9), the initial aim of this dissertation was to extend our
BBB findings in the glioma model to the vascular amyloidosis model. The results discussed in Chapter 1 revealed
that the tight junction protein ZO1 was significantly reduced in regions of vascular amyloid deposition, and
preliminary data further showed this was accompanied with extravasation of various molecular weight dyes. In
order to elucidate what aspect of this blood-brain barrier phenotype was due solely to disrupted endfoot-vascular
associations along with the normal process of biological aging, we turned to the 2Phatal single-cell ablation
method (10). Interestingly, we found that, upon removal of astrocyte-vascular contact, surrounding astrocytes
extend processed to re-innervate vacancies left by previously ablated astrocytes. We named this response
gliovascular structural plasticity (GSP)- and given its novelty- we turned to characterizing GSP at all levels of the
vascular tree, its physiological relevance to blood flow, the effects of normal biological aging on it, and
elucidating its underlying mechanisms.
Chapter 3 revealed that GSP does indeed occur at levels of the vascular tree and that the extent of
replacement does not differ between young and aged mice. GSP kinetics, however, are significantly reduced in
aging. I was able to evaluate BBB integrity in aged mice during these periods of vascular vacancies, the results
of which revealed no breaches to the BBB. As discussed, it is possible that the duration of time the arteriole
surface lacked endfoot contact was too short to account for the half-life of tight junction proteins, and as such, we
conclude that the focal ablation of an astrocyte is not sufficient to induce breaches in BBB integrity. Should future
studies focally strip vessels of endfoot coverage for extended periods of time and determine that the BBB remains
intact, these results would suggest that the observed BBB deficits in the glioma and vascular amyloidosis disease
models exist independent of perturbed astrocyte-vascular interactions and/or lost trophic support from astrocytes.
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Further inquiries regarding the role of astrocytes in the vascular amyloidosis model could therefore view
amyloid deposition as the trigger leading to BBB deficits indirectly by how it induces reactivity from surrounding
cells. Its deposition may result in alterations to underlying signaling mechanisms known to be necessary for BBB
maintenance, such as the SSeCKS-Ang1-VEGF signaling axis highlighted in Chapter 1, which has been shown
to be perturbed in astrocytes under conditions of hypoxia (4). Perhaps amyloid accumulation over time impairs
blood flow or the free diffusion of oxygen to levels sufficient to induce hypoxia in surrounding astrocytes. Such
onset would lead to the release of VEGF and subsequent ZO1 reductions. This hypothesis could thus be viewed
in the dual gain and/or loss of function framework presented for astrocytes in AD in Chapter 1. Amyloid
accumulation results in BBB deficits due to loss of astrocyte trophic support in the form of Ang1 or because of a
toxic gain-of-function whereby astrocytes release VEGF resulting in subsequent tight junction dysregulation.
Given that astrocytes have been shown to release VEGF-A in CNS inflammatory disease (11) and that they have
highest mRNA expression of this molecule relative to other CNS cell types (12), future studies should specifically
examine this isoform of VEGF.
Alternatively, amyloid in oligomeric form may induce VEGF release from astrocytes which in turn
induces matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) 9 release from endothelial cells, subsequently leading to Claudin 5
disruption. Spampinato et. al not only showed this mechanism to be at play, but that oligomeric amyloid had no
direct impact on BBB integrity (13). Given that BBB breaches have been shown to occur prior to amyloid
deposition in humans, amyloid also may just simply exacerbate vascular deficits in both direct and indirect ways
rather than representing the etiology of them.
I further demonstrated in Chapter 3 that replacement astrocyte endfeet are capable of vasoconstricting
primary capillaries. This finding demonstrates that replacement endfeet inherently possess the ability to release
vasoactive molecules, which perhaps isn’t so surprising given that all astrocyte on average have 3.5 endfeet (14).
Future experiments should determine if replacement astrocytes actually occupy synaptic contacts previously
occupied by the ablated astrocyte, as this would have major implications for neurovascular coupling at primary
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capillaries. It is known that astrocytes naturally exemplify dynamism at the synaptic interface (15-19), so it is
conceivable to think they have the existing molecular machinery to occupy vacant synaptic contacts.
I also went on to show in Chapter 3 that the phosphorylation of signal transducer and activator of
transcription 3 (pSTAT3) by Janus Kinase 2 (JAK2) and the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) are
necessary arbiters of the GSP response. Given that both are known to mediate reactive astrogliosis (20-21), this
suggest that GSP could be thought of as a focal resolving reactivity gliosis response (22). As the name implies,
resolving reactivity occurs when the signal inducing astrogliosis ceases. In the case of GSP, 2Phatal results where
replacement processes appeared stable ten days following ablation at capillaries suggest a signal would cease
once a vascular vacancy is occupied by surrounding astrocytes. Likewise, showing that GSP occurs specifically
in locations of lost astrocyte-vascular contact following reperfusion post transient-focal photothrombotic stroke
further suggest this. While there appeared to be a gliosis response due to stroke, GSP specifically occurred only
in locations of lost astrocyte vascular contact, and this was stable up to six days post-stroke induction. Together,
these studies support the idea that GSP can be thought of as a focal resolving reactivity gliosis response, and they
also suggest that other molecules implicated in gliosis like β1-integrin (23) should be investigated as well.
In closing, years of research effort combined with this thesis reveal that astrocyte endfeet are functional
domains worthy of deliberate investigation. Their contributions to normal brain physiology cannot be overstated.
The future truly looks bright when considering the plethora of questions to be answered regarding astrocyte
endfoot development and contribution to disease.
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